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Abstract 

 This study considers the impact of finance (loans) on the performance and productive 

efficiency of women entrepreneurs in Afghanistan. In the literature, the case that finance 

provides an important stimulus to productivity and growth has long been made. However, for the 

case to be truly convincing, it would be necessary to demonstrate a relationship at the firm level 

– to show that firm performance and efficiency is indeed strengthened by loans. To date there are 

very few firm level studies of the link between loans and firm performance. 

The study found that Afghan WSMEs have difficulty obtaining credit, compared to larger 

firms, mainly because of their business size, business approach, and their record keeping. Access 

to finance for WSMEs is also limited by social and cultural factors. 

For financial institutions, the most important factor in lending to the WSMEs is educating 

their customers about their products and facilities.  Islamic banking is a need in the market. 

Banks have to develop Islamic banking and educate their clients.  

Government should facilitate the Islamic banking and support WSMEs by improving the 

availability of collateral for women entrepreneurs and the business environment for them. 

WSMEs are an important contributor to the Afghanistan’s national economic growth, and as 

such, they need to be given proper support. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Afghanistan, as a landlocked country, has suffered from decades of invasion and civil war and 

instability in the country has resulted in a lower GDP and economic output. The country’s 

economy has been mostly dependent on foreign donors and aid money with very little job creation 

and opportunity in the country. Consequently, economic development is an issue and this poses a 

problem for women working in small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) who need access to 

capital. 

The education level in the country has declined over the past several decades, with very few well-

educated women in the country. Knowledge of entrepreneurial activities is limited. After the 

invasion of the US and NATO forces in 2001, the country’s economic and education system 

started to grow. Afghanistan emerged from an old economic status to the booming economy after 

the Taliban withdrawal in 2001. The private sector was almost paralyzed during the civil war and 

during the Taliban regime. 

After 2001, a substantial and new infrastructure for business was established, local and 

international businesses were established, and the national economy started to grow tremendously. 

Modern transportation and communication infrastructure, as well as local production, was 

developed, and notable changes appeared. 

A large amount of aid money poured into the Afghan economy, government spending increased 

with US and NATO military expenditure being the main cause of the flourishing national 

economy.  

Business ideas were created, encouraging both men and women to establish businesses to respond 

to national demand. Several banks and financial institutes were established in the country to 
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support the financial sector and respond to the emerging need of capital in the country. Large 

companies such as telecommunication service providers and operators, banks, large production 

plants, and thousands of SMEs started to compete in the market, while an open border import 

policy was established to import a significant amount of goods from neighboring countries. The 

flood of imports started to increase market competition. Female and male entrepreneurs started to 

compete and had to be self-sustainable; they needed to be creative and innovative.  

Continued war and violence in the country distracted the government from focusing on the 

development of SMEs and facilitating their access to the market, which would ensure the 

sustainability of the economy in the long-run.  

Meanwhile, large challenges facing SMEs raises questions about their competitiveness, their 

ingenuity and their ability to survive the transition, specifically for women-owned businesses. As 

per the Minister of Commerce of Afghanistan (2013), 80-90 percent of commercial activities in the 

country recovered by companies who employ one up to 100 employees. Approximately 75 percent 

of total employment is created by SMEs, with 40 percent of national income is coming from 

SMEs. The Ministry of Commerce estimates that SMEs will be the largest employers in the 

country by 2018 and will create around 1million new jobs. The Afghan government is encouraging 

women entrepreneurs to take part in every commercial and financial activity in the country. 

(SARAC Tourism Afghanistan 2017, Economy of Afghanistan). 

One of the critical factors to growth and sustainability of SMEs is having access to capital in the 

country. Afghan women business owners have several important barriers to progress and grow 

their business. Besides other commercial barriers, Afghan women have other critical cultural 

issues. Women are not allowed to travel or interact directly with unknown men. As per the 
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dominant role of men in the community, Afghan women do not have enough information about the 

market, are hardly involved in decision-making with a very small number of the Afghan women 

having property deeds which enable them to get loans from banks. (AISA 2013) 

Women entrepreneurs play a very important role in the country’s economy and households. 

Afghan women are deprived of several logical rights; one of them is ownership of land and capital. 

The concept of external financing is a new occurrence in Afghanistan’s commercial market with 

very little knowledge about external financing. A long history of the country’s religious belief and 

the lack of knowledge of the credit availability have blocked ways of obtaining external capital.  

The normal practice in the country is receiving short term loan from either friends or family 

members without any interest. This type of loan has been the most damaging to business growth. 

There is a need for education and awareness of the wider range of banking facilities that are 

available in the country and the different credit procedures and type of credit available for 

everyone, especially female entrepreneurs. 

Female entrepreneurs need to be educated on the documentation requirements of financial 

institutions, which make the business ready for investment. Afghan women are as smart as men 

and most of the time, Afghan women entrepreneurs are more successful compared to men. 

Women at home and in the country significantly contribute to their economy either as the owner, 

partial owner or an employee in a business. The education level in the country is below 45 percent 

and only 37 percent of women are educated, mostly located in urban areas (Afghanistan statistical 

yearly book, 2015-16). 

Education is a source of knowledge for the right of a human being in a society, and education 

provides literacy in how to access finance and where to source your funds. Access to finance can 
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be widely defined, as access to financial products such as loans and deposits and financial services 

such as insurance and equities at a reasonable price.  

Access to finance is not only essential for the growth of a business, but it also alleviates poverty by 

increasing job opportunities and improves personal income. (Bebbington & Sotomayor, 1998). 

The overarching Development Objective of the Proposed Access to Finance for the Islamic 

Republic of Afghanistan is to increase micro, small and medium enterprises access to financial 

services, notably credit, to boost job creation, improve sustainability and scalabilities of the local 

production and business. Several countries have accepted the goal of global financial access. The 

United Nations Committee on developing inclusive financial sector also has recently urged central 

banks to adopt the goal of global financial inclusion, to the traditional goals of sensible regulation, 

such as the protection of the depositors’ funds and the consistency of the financial system, structure 

of financial sector, awareness of funding opportunities, collateral requirements, and small business 

support services. Improving access to capital is a very crucial part of improving entrepreneurship 

in Afghanistan. Experience has shown that the best result from SME capital is presented when the 

financial sector works with the market and act as the catalyst to foster the entrepreneur’s growth. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

In general, SMEs are known for their high contribution to the national economy, by creating the 

market and job opportunities for employees, creating markets for nationally produced raw material, 

and contributes to national taxes. Despite all these important contributions, and the focus of 

government and the international community to boost the SME business in the country, there still 

are several important obstacles impeding growth and sustainability of this sector. 
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Most SMEs do not have adequate access to capital, therefore they cannot meet their market 

demand, cannot compete in the national market, and their performance declines and finally these 

SMEs die before maturity.  

Most financial institutions are reluctant to give loans to SMEs as they do not have a proper 

business structure and large enough size. Banks or financial institutions are reluctant to give credit 

to these type of business as they do not have the necessary credit information and required 

measures to guard against financial solvency default risk (Waked, 2016).  

Sources for credit in Afghanistan are commercial banks and micro-finance institutions. 

Commercial banks provide short-term and mid-term loans to business and individuals, requires a 

lot of documents including collateral to avoid risk. On the other hand, the microfinance institutions 

provide loans a to businesses and individuals require third-party guarantees instead of collateral 

(Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, 2012). 

Afghan female entrepreneurs are not perceived as solvent businesses as male-owned businesses; 

therefore, it is more difficult for them to obtain capital from formal financial institutions.  

This study will focus on the gap faced by the female-owned SME sector obtaining capital from 

Afghan financial institutions. The study will identify other obstacles, which female-owned 

businesses face and will provide insights for improves.  

1.3 Objective of the study 

This study will focus on specific issues that female-owned SMEs face when trying to access to 

capital in Afghanistan. In this study, the author following the method and template of Mr. Bandar 
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Waked who has written a Thesis for Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) College of 

Business May 2016. 

Additionally, it will analyze the outcomes that are associated with the difficulties of obtaining 

access to external financing and address the business environmental factors that affect the 

performance of the women-owned businesses. 

Specifically, this study will: 

•    Identify finance sources for Afghan female-owned SMEs at the different stages of the business 

life cycle. 

•    Identify regulations and obstacles of the Afghan financial institutions for funding Female SME 

businesses (FSME). 

•    Identify any other appropriate Islamic financial products being offered by Afghanistan banks to 

finance FSMEs that are currently available in the market and according to with Sharia (i.e., Islamic 

Law).   

The result of this study will enable FSMEs in Afghanistan to understand the different financial 

needs to grow their business and to identify the requirement of documentation for obtaining loans 

from the banks.  Additionally, it will address: 

•    The study will also increase awareness of both financial institutes and SMEs to understand the 

requirement of each obtaining loans. 

•    The study will improve the knowledge on the Islamic banking and loans available in the market 

for SMEs. 
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•    To encourage women entrepreneurs to participate in the national and international trading, help 

them understand ways of financing their business and help grow the Afghanistan economy and 

create competition in the market. 

•    Help the financial sector, to identify how to overcome the road-blocks financing women 

entrepreneurs. 

Helping women entrepreneurs to identify what documents and financial system are needed to make 

them qualified for the loan. Creating the awareness for women of the different ways to finance 

their business. The following main parts will be assessed to understand the issues of WSME in 

accessing finance:  

s access to finance and who does not? 

 

 

 

1.4 Implications of Access to Finance for WSME ( Women Small and Medium Enterprises) 

Additionally, this paper addresses implications of access to finance for SME's which include: 

•    Financial Sector Policy improvement; 

•    Lack of Bank know-how; 

•    Information and education for both parties, including businesses and financial institutions; and 

•    How to mitigate risk both for business and financial institutions. 
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a) Research Questions 

The primacy research question is whether WSMEs have sufficient access to capital in 

Afghanistan?  Additionally, it addresses the following questions: 

•    When do I need financing? 

•    How many types of financing are available? 

•    What are sources of conventional-finance available in Afghanistan? 

•    What helps me qualify for external financing? 

•    Steps to get my business financed. 

•    What are the major terms in the contract with financing entities? 

•    How to plan for paying back the loan in a timely manner? 

•    How to manage new partnerships? 

1.5 Significance of the study 

The importance of this research is that it will focus on the two sides of the topic: businesses and 

financial institutions. It will identify the factors that prevent the financial institutions providing 

credit to female-owned businesses and it will also help businesses to identify weaknesses that 

businesses have to access capital. The financing sector in Afghanistan is the very new thing, the 

knowledge of external financing is limited, especially in the female business sector. It will help 

female entrepreneurs to get prepared for external financing, and how to compete in the market, or 

grow their business. 
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1.6 Contribution to knowledge 

SMEs are an important part of the national economy and to increase GDP. Female-owned SMEs 

contribute significantly to the national economy. As women represent 31-38 percent of world 

female ownership or partial ownership business, these entrepreneurs represent a higher share of 

employment. (Ahmad & Arif, 2015).  

This study will identify gaps which are currently available in the financial market in Afghanistan. 

This study will help the financial sector to manage their credit and identify their market segment 

issues and obstacles. It will also educate women entrepreneurs what financing facilities are 

available and how to get access to these facilities. 

This study will help the government to identify the gaps which are available in the financial sector 

to prepare and develop procedures and legislation to facilitate financing for SMEs and also develop 

policies to support banks to reduce their financial risk.  

This study also will help the general population to identify the need for personal investment in a 

business, educate them with knowledge for investment in a business, and how to access the 

situation and analyze business targets for investment. 

Finally, this study will help students and teachers of finance and business management to 

understand the different needs of the market and help them identify the gaps in the learning of 

business methods and teaching techniques. 

1.7 Scope of the Study 

The main focus of this study is WSMEs and female-owned businesses in Afghanistan. The success 

of this sector is crucial to economic growth in the country. During the study, face-to-face 

interviews of 50 female business owners were conducted with collected data from three 
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commercial banks and one financial institution in Afghanistan, drawing several recommendations 

identify gaps in financial institutions and banking requirements. The study will also use secondary 

data of the Afghanistan economy and especially regarding the WSME sector. The Afghan WSME 

sector will be compared to the broader Asian market and with international best practices. 

1.8 Research Methodology Overview 

For this research, a mixed method was used in the collection and analyzed primary data, which was 

obtained from the research.  

    Structured questions were developed and face-to-face interviews were conducted with 50 

women business owners in Kabul, Bamyan, and Mazar. Data were collected and identified the 

obstacles in which firms face when accessing capital for their business activities.  

Structured interviews were conducted with three commercial banks in Kabul and one financing 

firm in Kabul. These interviews were used to identify the issues which banks face while crediting 

businesses. 

Secondary data was collected from previous research on similar topics both from the Afghan 

market and Asian countries from websites and books. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

2.1 Introduction to SME 

Job opportunities in Afghanistan have been declining over the last three years, and poverty in the 

country has increased, with over 39 percent of the country’s population living below the poverty 

line (Stakeholder-Generated, 2004). National Risk and Vulnerability Assessment). 

Therefore, SMEs are a very important part of the national economy, as the largest employment 

body in the country. Women are the largest portion of the national statistic. They play very 

important roles in the growth of the national economy, increase creativity and improve the quality 

of national products. 

2.2 Definition of SME 
 

SME is defined differently in every country. Some countries define it based on their income or 

based on the number of employees. In Afghanistan, SMEs are defined based on the number of 

employees with less than 5 employees as a micro business and above 5 to 100 employees as a 

medium-sized firm. (Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, 2012). 

For example, Egypt defines SMEs as having more than 5 and fewer than 50 employees. Vietnam 

considers SMEs to have between 10 and 300 employees. The World Bank defines SMEs as those 

enterprises with a maximum of 300 employees, $15 million in annual revenue and $15 million in 

assets.  

The Inter-American Development Bank describes SMEs as having a maximum of 100 employees 

and less than $3 million in revenue (Dalberg, 2011). 
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SMEs are defined as its own characteristic, which affects their position and performance in the 

market, specifically legal status, ownership, and sector, or industry they are working and location 

of the firm and the ownership of assets. As a result, these factors influence the ability to obtain 

external financing. 

Other criteria that a firm is measured with are the size and the age of the firm, number of 

employees and the total revenue and sale of the firm. In general, these criteria affect the SME 

performance and define its position in the market. (IJBM, 2017). 

SME is defined in the variety of ways in different countries. Some countries differentiate SMEs by 

number of employees. Other countries define by income or invested capital. In some countries it is 

defined by the value of its business as a whole. Stokes (1992) stated that to be considered a small 

enterprise, a business must meet three criteria:  

1. Have a small market share in a local market;  

2. Be managed personally by the owner of the business and not a management structure; and  

3. Be independent and not form part of a larger business. 
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This chart shows the different criteria for SME definition and recognitions in different countries 

and regions.

 

Source: (Arzeni &Akamatsu, 2014).  

2.3 Role and Importance of SME in the National Economy 

The primary role of SMEs in the national economy is to create competition in the market, 

improving the quality and variety of products and to increase the job market for skilled and 

unskilled labors. (Arzeni & Akamatsu, 2014). 
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Afghanistan is dependent on foreign or donor money and remittances. The labor market continues 

to shrink every day with young people leaving the country to find jobs and feed their families. 

Most of the goods are imported from other countries often with poor quality and high prices. SMEs 

can play the role of a catalyst, improving the labor market for both male and female skilled 

workers. Afghanistan has a talented skilled labor workforce, while able to respond to any type of 

labor need in the country, they are under-utilized. 

SMEs can help develop a variety of higher quality products to respond to the need of both high- 

and low-income populations. SMEs can serve the different needs of the Afghan general population, 

develop products based on that market need, and can easily respond to the market on time. 

WSMEs help the country’s national economy to grow by protecting the national money internally. 

WSMEs are considered as the main actors of both national and regional development in many 

countries. The Afghan government provides support for WSMEs through various programs and 

policies. Many programs, donor funder or government-supported, have been implemented to 

improve the innovation and entrepreneurship of WSMEs in Afghanistan. WSMEs play an 

important role in the Afghan economy. In addition, the Afghan Government sees WSMEs as an 

important tool in achieving long-term economic goals. The importance of the WSME sector is well 

recognized throughout Afghanistan due to its significant contribution to various socioeconomic 

objectives, such as the higher growth of employment, output, promotion of exports and fostering 

entrepreneurship. (Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, 2012) 
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 Recent studies/researches show that SME’s / WSME contribute to over 55 percent of GDP 

and over 65 percent of total employment in high-income countries. SME’s / WSME and informal 

enterprises account for over 60 percent of GDP and over 70 percent of total employment in low-

income countries, while they contribute over 95 percent of total employment and about 70 percent 

of GDP in middle-income countries. (Mensah, 2004). In Afghanistan, there are hundreds of SMEs; 

they employ almost thousands of Afghan people, providing semi-skilled and skilled jobs in the 

private sector. An important contribution of SME’s / WSME is also seen on exports and on 

productivity growth. However, the actual importance of SME’s / WSME is emerged to adapt the 

changing conditions of competition and innovation with the globalization process. WSMEs, in 

many studies, are key actors in innovation systems and are important in increasing the competitive 

and innovative capacity of national economies and regions (Kamal, 2012). 

 Currently, SMEs have come to play an important role in development agenda, due to the 

recognition of their contribution to improving economic growth, sustaining national economic 

recovery, creating employment and alleviating poverty. (Marchese and Potter, 2011) 

2.4  Business Environment in Afghanistan 

 Afghans historically were trading between countries with the Silk Road passing through the 

heart of the country. As a landlocked country, Afghanistan was engaged in trading with 

neighboring countries, importing and exporting necessary goods and products. Afghanistan is very 

famous for producing very high quality dried and fresh fruits, as well as having a famous and 

lucrative reputation for carpet production. (United Nations Economic and Social Commission for 

Asia and the Pacific, August 2015). 
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 After the fall of Taliban regime, a new scenario of business environment was established 

and several economic infrastructures were developed and established. Afghanistan’s economic 

indicators today rank amongst the worst in the world. Unemployment stands at roughly 40 percent, 

with the average Afghan making $800 a year and 53 percent of the population living below the 

absolute poverty line. (CIA Factbook, 2006). 

 Since the fall of the Taliban, however, the situation began to improve. (Center for Advance 

Defense Study Innovation for Peace, 2006). The destroyed infrastructure of the country created the 

possibility for renewed economic development in the country and the private sector. In a World 

Bank survey of firms doing business in Afghanistan, 64 percent cited lack of electricity as a major 

limit to business and 60 percent cited limited access to land. Even major cities experience rolling 

blackouts and limited electricity, thus forcing business to operate on generators and work limited 

hours. (Bakvis, 2009) The economy of the country became stable after introducing new currency 

notes. More than 10 commercial banks are operational in the country. International money 

transfers occur which was not possible before (Reforming the Business Environment in 

Afghanistan AISA, 2005). 

Afghanistan banking sector: 

 The Da Afghanistan Bank is the central bank of the country, the state-owned bank which 

was established in 1939. Da Afghanistan Bank is regulating all banking and money handling 

activities in the country. There are more than 15 fully licensed private banks with additional 3 

branches of international banks and three state owned banks are operating in the country. The 

banking sector in the country has improved since 2002. 
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 The total bank asset value of 4.17 billion Dollars, with the total deposit of 3.7Billion 

Dollars. Still, only a small percentage of Afghans have deposits in the banks, trust on the banking 

sectors is still limited. On the other hand, the reach to banking service is also limited to the central 

of the cities or province. (Export.Gov Afghanistan Banking System, 2016) 

WSMEs are a vital part of the economy and contribute significantly to economic growth. Access to 

finance is important for funding investment, ensuring businesses reach their full growth potential, 

and for facilitating new business start-ups. A study by the World Bank revealed that more than 50 

percent of SME’s / WSME in emerging markets are credit constrained, 70 percent do not use 

external financing from formal financial institutions and out of 30 percent who receive credit, 15 

percent are underfinanced from formal sources. (Simon Bell World Bank, 2015). 

Importance of Education in the development: 

 Soon after the Taliban regime, the education system was re-established and renovated with 

boys and girls having equal access to the quality education. Currently, more than 8.3 million 

children are going to school across the country in which 30% of them are girls. (UNICEF / 

Afghanistan Rajat Madhok, 2013) 

 Currently, there is 30 public and 60 private higher education institutions are operational in 

the country a high-quality education is provided to the Afghan nation. The country education 

system was reformed with the global education curriculum. (RahimaBaharustani Research and 

Planning Department AISA, 2012). 

Afghanistan Economic situation: 
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 Afghanistan is a landlocked country, which has paralyzed the country’s import and export 

sector.  Modern trade is dependent on road connection and supporting infrastructure. Afghanistan’s 

economy is traditionally related to agriculture and herding. Afghanistan has a huge mineral 

resource, which is not yet touched. The national export is mostly dried fruit, handicrafts, and hand-

woven carpets. (SAARC Tourism Afghanistan, 2017) 

 Afghanistan started to improve since the fall of the Taliban regime, with a large amount of 

international aid money injected into the country soon after the fall of the Taliban. Despite these 

aid sources, a large portion of the country lives in a desperate and poor condition. The Afghanistan 

government and the international community is committed to the redevelopment of the country 

with over $67billion committed to the Afghanistan government from the donor community. 

(Afghanistan Economy, 2017). 

The World Bank addresses an optimistic scenario as follows: 

 "The World Bank predicts several scenarios for Afghanistan’s economy during the decade 

of transition after the foreign force withdraw. The most optimistic scenario predicts the economy 

will continue to grow at an average rate of 7 to 8 percent. This scenario assumes that the military 

transition would not affect the business climate. It further assumes that the extractive industries, 

notably mining which is also dependent on security, will contribute noticeably to the economy. 

Other scenarios predict growth at about 6 percent. This is, the most likely scenario if growth in 

agriculture and businesses are sustained and international aid decreases gradually. However, if 

there is an extreme deterioration of security, growth is likely to be less than one percent."(Mashal, 

January 2014). 
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2.5.1 Culture of Afghanistan 

 Afghanistan is a very old country with a long and proud cultural tradition. Spread out over 

34 provinces, Afghanistan is a mountainous country. The country is mostly agriculture focused 

with the majority of the 30 million plus population living in rural areas with another 3.4 million 

refugees in other countries. The most spoken languages are Pashto and Dari. There are more than 

70 different languages used in the country. There are other major ethnic groups living in the 

country, such as the Uzbeks, Hazara, Aimaq, and Turkmens. Each of them has their own language 

(Emadi, 2005). 

 Afghanistan is located in the center of Asia and has suffered from a war in most of its 

history. Arabs introduced Islam and Afghanistan was a center of the Islamic power during the 

Turks during the 11th century with the country is ruled by the Pashtun community since the 1900s. 

Afghanistan was under attack of several large powers including the United Kingdom and Russia 

Afghanistan has several ethnic groups, including Pashtun (52 percent), Tajik (25percent), Hazara 

(12 percent), Uzbek (6 percent), and other groups (5 percent). (Zirakyar, 2013) 

 Afghanistan is a family-oriented and male-dominated society in which they are dependent 

on each other. Elders are very much respected in this community. The inheritance goes to the male 

family member. As a result, there are very little chances for women to receive land or property 

from the father’s wealth (Paxson et al., 2006). 
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 There is a vast difference in the lifestyle between urban and rural areas in every aspect of 

life: from education, trade or business, living standard and income of the people and the food they 

eat, as well as the clothes they wear. Politically, urban dwellers are more aware of the situation, as 

they have more access to media such as television and other print media. Urban dwellers can easily 

observe the impact of the politician in the social life of the community, while it is less visible in the 

villages (Paxson et al., 2006). 

 Women from Pashtun families are more restricted, as they cannot travel without a man 

companion. Pashtun girls are hardly going to school for study, and higher education for Pashtun 

women are very rare. Afghanistan has two major religious branches of Islam, Sunni and Shia, each 

of these categories is having their own impact on their lifestyle and behaviors. Sunnis are stricter 

compared to Shia. People are very sensitive to discuss their religion, given the sectarian and 

religious violence in the country. (Linda and Paxson et al, 2006). 

 In Afghanistan, most of the dealing is solidified and regulated by culture and norms. Men 

in this society are having more decision-making power compared to women.  Due to the Islamic 

inheritance, women are receiving one-third of their father’s property, which makes it difficult for 

women to have access to collateral or borrow money from banks. (Hozyainova, 2014) 

 In Afghanistan, it is difficult for women to participate in the work outside their home, 

caused by norms and tradition. Women are not allowed to move outside their home without a 

family partner, which paralyzes the mobility of women in the enterprise sector (Wageningen, 

2013). 
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2.6 Afghanistan Government Support for SME’s / WSME 

 The Afghanistan government has established a special body to support the economic 

activities in the country, such as Afghanistan Investment Support Agency (AISA). In addition to 

this agency, the government has created several other mechanisms to support local production and 

SME businesses. (Ministry of Commerce, 2011) 

 The country has turned to a market economy after the Taliban withdrawal in 2001. The 

Afghan government developed an SME’s / WSME strategy to find an alternative to imported 

goods, which was defined as the engine for economic growth and sustainability of the economy in 

the long run. The Afghan government is working on policies that support the business environment 

in the country especially these policies support SME’s / WSME and is working alongside 

international organizations for these aims (Recca.af Small and Medium Enterprise Paper, Fourth 

Regional Economic Cooperation Conference on Afghanistan, 2010). 

2.6.1 Scope of Government Financial Instrument Funding SME’s / WSME 

 After three decades of war in the country, the Afghanistan economy is heavily dependent 

on donor money. National income is mostly spent on the war and reconstruction of the country. 

Therefore, the government does not have a specific financial instrument but has encouraged a 

dozen commercial banks to offer short to long term loans to individuals and business. 

Microfinance banks were established to support and focus mostly on the SME segment, following 

similar terms as commercial banks do. 

2.6.1.1 Afghanistan Monetary Agencies 
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 Da Afghanistan Bank is the central bank of the country established in 1939 to facilitate all 

national and international transactions. This is the only body who generate licenses for any 

commercial and non-commercial banking sector in the country. Da Afghanistan Bank has 

developed a law and regulation for banking activities and has also created a law for transactions 

within the country and for international banking or transfers. Da Afghanistan Bank is formulating 

and executing the Afghanistan monitory policy, as well as printing and managing the value of the 

 Afghan currency. Da Afghanistan Bank is also regulating the activities of all the money 

handling bodies, including the Hawala system, internal and external transfer of money and the 

banking credit system. This bank has a Board of directors and a governor who is handling and 

leading the operation of the bank. (DAB 2011). 

2.6.1.2 Commercial banks in Afghanistan 
 

 In Afghanistan, there are 15 commercial banks including 3 governmental banks. In 

addition, there are other lending bodies in the country which facilitate different types of 

transactions and loans. (Da Afghanistan Bank, 2017). 

a) State Owned Banks 

 Bank Millie Afghan 

 Pashtany Bank 

 New Kabul Bank 

b) Private Banks 

 Azizi Bank 

 Afghanistan International Bank 

http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/bank-e-millie-afghan
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/pashtany-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/new-kabul-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/azizi-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/afghanistan-international-bank
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 Bakhtar Bank 

 Maiwand Bank 

 Afghan United Bank 

 The First Micro Finance Bank 

 Ghazanfar Bank 

 Arian Bank 

 Afghanistan Commercial Bank 

c) Branches of Foreign Banks 

 Habib Bank Limited 

 National Bank of Pakistan 

 Bank AlfalahLimited  

 

Afghanistan Commercial Bank (ACB) is a local private commercial bank which operates in 

the country since 2013 with the aim of providing financial services to the country. The bank 

provides all the following services: banking, services, guarantees, term loans and overdraft, and 

advance payment. 

New Kabul Bank was established in 2004 as the first private bank in the country by local 

business people. It almost collapsed during 2010 after the withdrawal of funds from the Afghan 

army and police.  

Pashtany Bank is a state-owned bank established in 1954, which controls the Da 

Afghanistan Bank, the Central bank of Afghanistan, the Afghan National Insurance Company and 

Ariana Afghan Airlines. It also provides financial services, such as current, saving and investment 

http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/bakhtar-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/maiwand-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/afghan-united-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/the-first-micro-finance-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/ghazanfar-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/arian-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/afghanistan-commercial-bank
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/habib-bank-of-pakistan
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/national-bank-of-pakistan
http://dab.gov.af/en/page/financial-supervision/licensed-financial-institutions/bank-alfalah-ltd
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accounts and fixed deposits. This bank is not involved in lending or investing money in non-

government businesses. 

Bank-e-Mile Afghan (PMA) is a state-owned bank, operational since 1933 and one of the 

oldest banks in the country. It offers conventional and Islamic banking services, fixed deposits, 

current and saving accounts, loan working capital and micro financing, 

Afghanistan International Bank (AIB)is a local bank established in 2004, and one of the 

trusted bank in the country. Besides other banking facility services, AIB is also providing Islamic 

banking. AIB is very active in providing several types of loans to SMEs, such as Easy Short-Term 

loans, Easy Medium-Term loans, and Kar-o-Bar Facility. The there-o-bar facility is mostly 

designed for SMEs. This type of loan facilitates business owners to get access to a minimum of 

one year as working capital. (AIB, 2016) 

2.6.1.3 Government lending institutions 
 

Afghan government-owned banks offer commercial activities to private business owners 

and individuals. There are no specific subsidies from the government for business in Afghanistan. 

(Da Afghanistan Bank, 2017). 

In Afghanistan, the lending institutions are classified to commercial banks, microfinance 

banks, and some other financial institutions. These institutions provide loans to both individuals 

and businesses for different types of collateral and guarantee. The size of the loan is different in the 

above institutions. Commercial banks mainly target the short- and long-term loans for businesses 

in term of fixed deposits. There are more than 15 commercial banks in Afghanistan, which give 

commercial and Islamic loans. The banking system in Afghanistan is weak and gives the loan on 

conditions which are not reliable for customers. The majority of customers are facing guarantee 
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risks from local banks and therefore do not agree on taking loans from banks (Da Afghanistan 

Bank, 2017). 

Microfinance banks mainly focus on individuals who receive monthly revenue or who have 

a source of income from their business or as the employee. However, the loan sizes of 

microfinance institutions are low. There are more than 10 micro finance banks in Afghanistan. 

Microfinance banks are more popular because the conditions of taking loans are easier than 

commercial banks (Afghanistan Investment Support Agency 2016). 

The other financial institutions refer to the international NGOs or supportive institutions of 

world banks that provide loan for economic development and to improve local livelihoods (IFC, 

2014). 

2.6.1.4 Source of Debt Financing for SMEs in Afghanistan 
 

Debt financing in Afghanistan is divided into a bank and nonbank loans, private/family 

loan, share or partnership and self-financing. As the country is a religious-centric society, most 

businesses do not go for debt financing from banks. The priority for obtaining a loan is the family 

or friends that invest or lend money to SMEs. Mostly, this type of loan or debt is not registered or 

documented. The second option for a financing is a partnership in the business. Investing in an idea 

or a running business, there are roles and responsibilities for the lenders and one who runs the 

business. 

The Afghan government started commercial banks to lend money to businesses and 

individuals in the 1970s. There are obligations for both parties to fulfill, and more responsibility on 

the business owners. The business owners are required to present with land documents (collateral) 
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to protect banks for the returning of the loan. The Afghan government has encouraged many 

international and local donors to support the Afghan SMEs in developing their business.  

Afghanistan does not have a qualitative and systematic program to support SME’s / WSME 

however, there are some government-owned banks and ministries who provide loans for SME’s / 

WSME to develop the economy. One example is the AREDP and some other ministries like the 

Ministry of Agriculture who give loans for the agricultural development of the country. There are 

also some government banks, but they provide loan on a commercial basis, such as Pashtany Bank 

and Bank Mili Afghanistan. 

2.7 Obstacles for WSME funding in Afghanistan 
 

WSMEs have issues to access external funding compared to larger firms and companies. 

Banks are consciously lending money to this targeted business due to alleged unforeseen risk and 

the competitive market. Banks cannot assess the risk and the expected return, therefore, the bank 

charges the higher price for the loans. To secure their money, banks require collateral and a strong 

guarantee for returning their money. Most WSMEs do not have relevant credit education and 

awareness, thereby resulting in a higher interest cost. As women are mostly running a smaller firm 

comparatively, therefore the performance of the female-owned business is unpredictable. The 

barrier to entry and obtaining finance is higher for females compared to men in Afghanistan. 

Women legally have issues opening a bank account and in obtaining the right amount of collateral 

in the country (Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, 2012). 

The Afghan business environment is also affected by the country’s security situation. As 

female entrepreneurs are mostly affected by war and security, they hardly travel long distances. 

(World Bank, 2015). 
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The conditions of receiving a loan in Afghanistan are not very advantageous for clients. 

The conditions of loan are normally as follows(Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, 2012) 

•    Business license                              

•    Partners or member of boards list                     

•    Memorandum and article of association                     

•    Audited reports of the company                      

•    Business plan                             

•    Custom duty certificates, income tax returns, BRT returns, and tax clearance certificates  

•    Bank account statement of the last year                  

•    List of fixed assets of the company with the supporting documents     

•    ID of company’s president/vice president                  

•    Corporate guarantee (guarantee by a third party)             

•    Original documents of collateral security                 

•    Collateral and security must be ensured by registered insurance companies 

The approval of loan may depend on the following terms:  

•    Risk profile of the customer  

•    Customer’s history and profile for previous loan repayments  

•    Purpose of loan application, and nature of business project     
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•    Type of collateral presented for the loan     

(Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, 2012)     

Businesses can fulfill the other requirement for the financial institutions, but it is very 

difficult for them to have a business plan and realistic repayment plan for the loan. The majority 

banks are currently facing the problem of obtaining the return of the loan. Many companies do not 

have the capacity to pay because of their weak repayment plan. Similarly, the collateral and 

security is a significant challenge for businesses, in particular for those owned by females. Banks 

have practiced unethical measures which have created a situation of broken trust between the bank 

and client in the Afghan market. (Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, 2012) 

2.7.1 Absence of regulatory framework and coordinated policy approach 
 

In Afghanistan, WSMEs are suffering from a lack of funding, skilled labors, policy 

availability, managerial and the leadership presence in the business structure. There is not a clear 

and disciplined regulatory approach among businesses with a lack of information sharing among 

WSMEs. There is no coordination among WSMEs for customer management and it causes price 

wars.  

The Afghan government does not take any positive role in creating trust between the 

SMEs. Similarly, the business culture does not create an attractive atmosphere for cooperation 

among SME’s / WSME (Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, 2010). 

2.7.2 Lack of Management and Human Resources Skills 
 

One of the most serious issues that local and female entrepreneurs are facing is poor 

management and a weak hierarchy system. Poor management and unqualified workers cause the 
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failure of the business. Investing in employees is ignored or not invested at all. There is the general 

ignorance of the owners to improve the knowledge of the employees (Waked, 2011). 

2.7.3 Market factors and externalities 
 

In general, there are both buyer and seller problems in the Afghan market. Customers are 

not educated and familiar with buying standards. Market competition is most of the time based on 

price with a low preference and attention to the quality of the product. SMEs faces many 

difficulties, including distribution, sales, quality of product and innovation (Waked, 2011). 

For Afghan WSMEs, one of the important issues is access to the international market, due 

to a tough competition locally both from domestic and international players. WSMEs lack capacity 

to identify new markets, gain customer trust and prepare for market entry. In general, they have 

weak market segmentation, lack of supply channels and poor customer service. (Mashal, 2014) 

2.7.4Limited Access to Finance for WSMEs 

Afghan SME’s / WSME have limited access to finance than larger firms. Financial 

institutions are reluctant to give loans to SME’s / WSME due to the higher risk factors, such to as 

lack of credit information and limited availability of collateral. Often, SME’s / WSME do not have 

the proper accounting system to record and provide financial information. As a result, banks or 

financial institutions do not trust giving loans to SME’s / WSME (Private Sector Development 

Policy Handbook OECD, 2013) 

SME’s / WSME in developing countries are facing issues obtaining external funding. They 

are charged higher prices compared to large firms. Poor management and lack of information 

availability create asymmetric information, which is mandatory for the financial institution to 
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allow lending. Lack of land and property deeds creating barriers for SME’s / WSME to access to 

credit from banks. Overall, SME’s / WSME need to fulfill all legal requirements of lending, 

including the registration of the firm and proper commercial bank account (ERIA Research Project 

Report, No. 14 SME’s / WSME Access to Finance in Selected East Asian Economies, 2010) 

 

 

2.9 Introduction to access to finance 
 

Access to credit is the main reason for developing the national economy through SME’s / 

WSME and it is the backbone for SME’s / WSME development. Improving access to capital for 

SME’s / WSME is important for the sustainability of this sector. Access to credit is one of the most 

important factors for SME’s / WSME growth and performance. Reasons for these constraints are 

lack of proper market knowledge, a legal framework for SME’s / WSME lending, managerial and 

leadership within the business. Weak business structure and issue of collateral are main issues in 

access to finance. (Access to Finance by Saudi SMEs: (Constraints and the Impact on their 

Performance Bandar Waked, May 2016) 

A more liquid firm has a favorable effect on the productivities and growth of the business 

and sustainability. Besides the access to credit, human capital is as important and it plays a crucial 

role in the long-term performance and development of trust between creditors and the business. 

Finance is the evidence of performance of the firm productivity and growth. A lack of finance can 

cause the death of the firm, as the technology changes and grows. (ECO/WKP, 2017) 
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SME have difficulties in obtaining credit compared to larger firms. Due to their business 

size, their accounting system ability and track record, it can result in a higher cost lending from the 

bank (ECB Monthly Bulletin, July 2014) 

SME’s / WSME are operating in the same market field as the larger firms do, but the 

SME’s / WSME are not having same advantages that the large firms have. SME’s / WSME is 

more pressured by global competition. Often, the SME’s / WSME cannot absorb marketplace 

changes as fast, either through technological changes or product innovation. SME’s / WSME 

business managers need to excel their awareness and improve their capacity to identify unforeseen 

risk. (African Journal of Business Management, 2012) 

The IFC Report on Women SME Access to Finance indicates that “women entrepreneurs 

in emerging markets hold 31 to 38 percent of all SME’s / WSME in the emerging markets. The 

growth level for women entrepreneurs is significantly lower compared to male-owned business, as 

well there are many different issues including the institutional, regulatory and access to finance, 

general low-level business education and less work experience which cause the slower growth rate 

for women SME’s / WSME. The credit to individual and SME’s / WSME is a fairly new 

phenomenon around the world and therefore there is need to protect the right and capital of 

lenders. There is regulated lending which is happening through the regular banking procedures, 

and there unregulated lending that happens in the market which is mostly individuals with personal 

or family lending. 

 

According to the Organization for Economic to Co-operation and Development (OECD), 

SMEs in Central Asia have limited access to finance with commercial banks. They see SME’s / 
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WSME as high-risk borrowers, as a result, SME’s / WSME face a higher interest rate on the loan 

and require additional documents and collaterals. Therefore, access to finance is a major constraint 

for SMEs in Central Asia. Although SME’s / WSME contribute up to 45 percent to the national 

GDP, there are still many obstacles for startups having access to finance, including weak regulation 

and little alternative financing sources available for the support of SMEs in all Central Asia 

countries, such as Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and 

Uzbekistan(Investments and Competitiveness in Central Asia, May 2013). 

As per (ECB Monthly Bulletin July 2014) “Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs): 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) constitute about 99 percent of all euro area 

firms, employ around two-thirds of the euro area’s workforce and generate around 60 percent of 

value add, and thus play a key part in the euro area economy. Their contribution to economic 

activity varies significantly from sector to sector; in 2013, their contribution to value added ranged 

from 24 percent in energy to more than 80 percent in construction and real estate. Cross-country 

variability in the euro area is also significant, with SME’s / WSME in Germany and Ireland 

producing half of total value added and those in Italy, Spain and Portugal more than 65 percent.” 

 

According to the European above bulletin, SME’s / WSME in Europe are also suffering 

from having access to finance, as they are dependent on bank loans more than the large firms. As 

the default probability with SME’s / WSME is much higher, this put the SME’s / WSME in more 

difficult position of having access to finance to other financial sources than the bank. SME’s / 

WSME cannot bear the fixed cost of the loan interest in the financial market. (ECB Monthly 

Bulletin, Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises, July 2014)  
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2.10 Type of Finance 
 

Access to finance is important part of the growth and performance and the firm 

sustainability and profitability in the market. Having access to finance is also dependent on the 

type of ownership and the business characteristic. It is not easy for the SME’s / WSME to have 

proper access to external financing during the inception phase. The credit to SME can vary from 

the initial stage which is mostly the investment of the owner’s personal savings, and informal 

external sources like their family members and their friends, and more formal lending from the 

financial institutes, venture capitalists, angel investors, bank loans and security markets. 

(International Journal of Business and Management, 2013) 

Business needs for finance depends on their lifecycle and stages of the organization, from 

their inception to their growth and different performance stages of the company. External financing 

can be divided into two parts. 

1)    Equity lending 

2)    Debt lending 

Equity can be informally financed from family members, friends and personal savings, or it 

can be from other formal sources, such as private equity, venture capital, angel investors or public 

share sales. 

Debt lending can be also informal through short term means from friends and family loans, 

or it can be sourced formally from banks, private credit companies or government credit agencies. 

2.10.1 Equity Financing 
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Business owners identify their financing needs at several points of the business lifecycle. 

The more the business matures, the more access to finance becomes easier. At the growth stage, 

the business provide collateral but during the inception period the business owner mostly finance 

their business through informal sources, either from families and friends or their personal savings. 

As the business grows, financial institutions trust the return of their money is more probable and 

those institutions are more likely to credit the business. The owner’s gender impacts external 

financing for the firm. Female entrepreneurs have less money to start their business compared to 

men and are generally seen as less credible with banks than their male counterparts. (International 

Journal of Business and Management, 2013)  

2.10.1.1 Internal Equity Finance 

`    New business has lake of business network there is very litter trust for formal and 

informal investors to invest in the startup business, either the donor money can bridge the gap for 

the startups, and it can leverage the external finance. (Mills, 2017)  

Personal savings or family and friend financing 

During the inception of the business, the owner starts the business with their own savings 

or retained earnings as seed money for the business. SME’s / WSME tend to credit their business 

from their family or friend’s money, mostly this type of credit is informal and usually it is for short 

period of time.  “Approximately 68 percent of SMEs in Saudi Arabia depend on personal savings 

to finance their business, and around 17 percent obtain funds from the personal capital of family 

and friends”(Waked, 2016) 

Retained earnings 
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Retained earnings from the firm’s sales or profit after the taxation and dividends are mostly 

used for expansion capital or additional investment. It is a low-cost investment and easily 

available. This type of investment is more common in large businesses while expanding or adding 

new product lines. The study by Baldwin et al. (2002) found that more than 50 percent of firms 

rely on internal sources of finance. Of these, 39 percent obtained their capital from retained 

earnings and 12 percent used funds from owners and managers. The other firms were financed 

through banks and other financial institutions. (Waked, 2016) 

2.10.1.2 External Equity Financing 

External financing is funds required from external formal or informal sources to expand 

and grow the business. It could be either from family and friends or partners. External equity is not 

usually accessible for SMEs or largely due to the size of the business. This causes SMEs to be 

dependent on bank lending especially in developing countries. 

Every business owner requires external or internal funding at some different stages, it could 

be either at the inception part or at the growth stage. Entrepreneurs utilize their personal savings or 

they utilize funds from friends, but some businesses they may need external investment from third-

parties such as banks or financial institutions. (Waked, 2016) 

Equity finance is type of finance in which in return, the investor is receiving an ownership 

in the business. It is a risky investment for investors, as there is no security or guarantee provided 

by the investees. The investor is only recovering his investment through the share in the business. 

There are two types of equity share, a public equity and a private equity. In the public equity, the 

shareholders are not involved in the management of the business, but in the private equity the 

shareholder may get involved in the management of the business. (OECD, 2015) 
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Angel Investors 

Angel investors are individuals who have spare money to invest directly into business with 

the potential to grow with and whom they are not connected at all. Business angels are interested in 

scalable and growth potential firms, who faces credit gaps, and need money for their growth of the 

business. Business angels are very entrepreneurial and they have high managerial experience of 

either managing businesses or owned businesses in the past. They are motivated with high return 

of their investment. Business angel are involved in the day-to-day business management. (An 

Exploration into the Demand and Supply Constraints,2012) 

Business angels are entrepreneurial individuals who want to invest their money in the start-

up firm and take a share in the company. Business angels are not only providing their funds but 

also help the business in their daily operation and support the management in the critical decisions. 

As they are formal business men, they want to have minority share of the business and they 

encourage the entrepreneur to prosper and get the advantage of his expertise and credit. Angel 

investor or financing occurs at the early stage of the business cycle or the startup of the business, 

for equity ownership. Most of the successful business stories are seen around the world for angel 

financing. “In the US, angel investors need approval as “accredited investors” under securities 

laws, whereas in other countries certification is necessary but can take the form of a self-

certification. These requirements are intended to ensure that the investors have the necessary 

financial resources as well as an understanding of the implications of investing in start-up 

companies (OECD, 2015) 

Venture Capital 
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The other type of investment is called venture capital, they are mostly investing in the 

startup and high-risk businesses, and participate in the organization management and supervision, 

and this type of investment requires its own regulation and procedures. Venture capitalists raise 

money from other investors or funders for future returns. Venture capitalists are taking high-risk 

investing in an unknown situation. Venture capitalists have identified three different ways to invest 

in the business to avoid high risk, such as convertible capital, the syndication of investment and the 

staging of investment. Venture capitalists help the business to get access to other financial 

institutions for funding (Davila, Foster and Gupta, 2003). 

Venture capitalists are motivated by a different model of investment for startup or newly 

born businesses. Policy makers put more emphasis on this type of financing toward innovative 

ventures. Policymakers suggest that financial institutions and lenders need to be educated on the 

requirement of capital and its characteristics. For developing countries, venture capital is riskier 

often due to their small need for financing. (Pretoria, South Africa, 2011) 

Venture capitalists are reluctant to invest in female owned businesses compared to men, 

due to liquidity and the sectors they typically work in (Stengel, 2013) 

Public Share Certificates 

    It is also prudent to mention that SMEs are generally not able to sell shares to the public; 

Afghanistan does not have an active stock market as of the writing of this paper. 

2.10.1.3 Debt financing 

    Debt financing is a short-term loan and can be a secured loan or unsecured loan. For 

secured loans, banks require collateral to guarantee to payback the principle and the interest 

amount. The benefit of the debt financing is that the owner is in full control of the business. The 
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interest payment is free of tax. The owner should be very disciplined on managing the timeline of 

the payment to the bank. 

It is a fixed return interest-based loan. In Afghanistan, most entrepreneurs do not want to 

take this type of loan; it is culturally seen as against Sharia law. 

    Banks provide different type of loans, mainly as overdraft, account receivable financing 

and trade credit. Bank loan is one of the most available financing instruments for SMEs. Due to a 

lack of financial guarantees from SMEs, banks provide short-term and smaller loans with specific 

requirements for SMEs. (Bandar Waked, 2016) 

The other informal sector operating in the financial sector is the Hawala system, this 

system is very known across Afghanistan and has a longer history and trust in the country. 

Although it is not crediting SMEs in the country in large numbers, but Hawala is still widely 

recognized and operates in the financial market. Its operation is managed according to government 

legislation based on the Da Afghanistan bank legislation protocol. (Da Afghanistan Bank, 2014) 

Most banks are having a higher overhead cost therefore they are reluctant to lend to SMEs, 

because their cost to SME lending is not covered by the loan, as the SME is asking for a relatively 

small loan. As a result, banks charge higher interest rates for SME loans, and on the other hand 

banks are not willing to give long-term loans in developing countries. (Dalberg, 2011) 

The Afghan WSMEs mostly start their business with their own or family money, but as 

their business grows, or they need to scale their business, they would need external credit. Support 

for WSME in Afghanistan is increasing both from the international community and the 

microfinance institutions. However, there are several issues on this support and initiatives and they 

often have a lack of monitoring and supervision. (International Finance Corporation, 2011) 
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SMEs need for external financing is different compared to large firms. SME may need 

credit for their working capital or production enhancement or marketing/advertisement. Therefore, 

it is difficult for SMEs to get funding from banks. Banks need to feel confident of the management 

team of the firms, and to have access to the firm’s proper information system, in which SMEs 

typically do not have. (Asian Development Bank, 2014) 

Government specialized credit institution 

    Generally, SME’s / WSME are the main driver of economic growth in most national 

economies. Most countries are committed to support the SME’s / WSME sector in facilitating their 

access to finance, or in some countries there are separate loans or credit for the SME’s / WSME 

sector, but the Afghanistan government has only provided the support through facilitating SME’s / 

WSME need through private banks.Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB) has facilitated policies and 

procedures for credit management and cash management in the country. DAB has developed a 

system to share customer information with the bank is called Public Credit Registration (PCR).  

DAB claims that this system will help protect bank assets and protect the customer on their credit 

information (Credit Info, March 2017) 

As of 2017, DAB sees SME’s / WSME as the main driver for the national economic 

growth in Afghanistan and other emerging economies. Therefore, DAB has facilitated the 

mortgage on moveable property as a basic medium for having access to credit from the banks and 

to assist SME’s / WSME to acquire financing. For example, in Saudi Arabia the government has 

acknowledged the contribution of SME’s / WSME for national economic growth and the 

importance of SME’s / WSME in creating jobs. Therefore, the Saudi Government has created six 

different financial institutions to support ME short- and long-term lending (Waked, 2016) 
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2.11 Financial Capital Structure of WSMEs 

    In Afghanistan, WSMEs are mostly starting their businesses with their own or family 

funds. The capital need arises when the firm starts growing or a need for working capital or 

business scalability is needed. Each of the financing structure is having its own cost. For loans, 

there is high return and the equity cost is dividing the profit with shareholders.  

In Baltic countries, the capital structure depends on the behavior of small and large firms.  

Firms choose a mixture of financing types, as there are various ambiguities in the bankruptcy cost, 

agency conflict and taxes. (Krasauskaite, 2011) 

In Saudi Arabia, the financial structure of the firm is defined by the project. It is the 

decision of the owner on how they are dividing their asset and the profit between the creditors and 

owners. Most of the business financial structure is equity and debt to credit their business asset and 

operation. All these type of financing is having its own associated cost. (Waked, 2016) 

2.12 Access to finance 

    Access to finance is one of the most important elements of starting a business. To start a 

business, there has to be an idea, expertise and capital. Access to finance is like blood for the 

business to help it to survive and prosper. Access to finance improves the performance of the firm 

and it enhances product offerings.  

A survey from the IFC has identified that there are 8 to 10 million women entrepreneurs in 

emerging markets, but male-owned businesses grow faster compared to female-owned businesses; 

this is due to the lower access to finance for women owners beside other important factors such as 

education and business knowledge. There are many barriers for women entrepreneurs to grow their 
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business, one of it is having access to finance, as per the survey women have taken less loans due 

to the unfavorable loan terms for women, due to regulatory, environmental and personal 

characteristic of the owners. (GPFI, 2011) 

2.12.1 Definition of Access to Finance 

    Access to finance means having access to external capital for business. It is the ability of 

business or individual to obtain financial services, such as credit, deposit debt, equity or loan, 

insurance and other financial activities. Access to finance facilitate the growth of the firm, and 

improve the product innovation and product quality. It can also help the firm to diversify or 

vertically integrate to produce higher goods and services. In long term, the firm can sustain and 

improve scalability.   

Access to finance defined as access to a financial product; for example, either a loan or 

deposit and financial services could be equity or insurance at an affordable price (Marian, 2017) 

A paper from the OECD describes different forms of external financing in the table below: 

 

(OECD, 2015) 
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2.12.2 Measuring access to finance 

 Measuring access to finance is can be performed by tracking the firm’s growth and 

sustainability. In Afghanistan, very little study has been conducted to measure the access to finance 

for SME’s / WSME.  

Women entrepreneurs are mostly focusing on smaller firms making 32 to 39 percent of the 

very small segment of firms. WSME are mostly running an informal business, operating in the 

lower segment of the market from their household. More importantly, women owners are 

struggling to obtain access to finance, as financial institution do not want to risk their money 

investing in women-owned businesses, due to lower growth and lack of knowledge of business 

practices. (GPFI, I. (2011) 

2.12.3 Gap in Access to Finance 

 The difference between demand and supply of funds for SME’s / WSME is called a 

financial gap. Mostly this gap arises due to the characteristic of the owner/ manager the business 

type, the market they operate in and market size. In some cases, the gap in the access to finance can 

be seen as animperfection on the supply side or the financial provider in the capital market. SME’s 

/ WSME may face a financing gap due to the collateral and asymmetric information. (Waked, 

2016) 

Credit access in developing countries for women is a crucial debate, as women are more 

excluded from the financial sectors than men. As per the below chart, women are having less 

number of accounts compared to men worldwide.  
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(Demirgüç-Kunt, A., Clapper, L. F., & Singer, D. (2013)) 

Additionally, “More than 1 billion women still do not use or have access to the financial 

system, according to the report. (World Bank Group’s latest Global Fundex 2014) 

 The IFC has estimated that a $300 billion gap worldwide in financing exists for formal, 

women-owned small businesses, and more than 70 percent of women-owned SMEs have 

inadequate or no access to financial services.” 

2.12.4 SME Constraints on Access to Bank Finance 

 The Afghan Business Innovation fund (ABIF) has performed a survey of 560 SMEs in the 

country identifying the constraint of SME’s / WSME access to bank financing. Access to finance is 

the most essential requirement of the business and it is a high priority in the government and donor 

agencies. Still SMEs are suffering having access to commercial finance, mostly due to poor 

security and market access. It states that finding credible borrowers with a bankable project is an 

issue in the country (Lindell Mills Development Consultant, 2015) 

The OECD explains that banks in Central Asia are reluctant to invest in SMEs, due to its 

high perceived risk, lack of proper documentation of the business, lack of collateral, high 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/globalfindex
http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/b229bb004322efde9814fc384c61d9f7/WomenOwnedSMes+Report-Final.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/public-policy/giving-credit-where-it-is-due.html
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transaction cost for the banks and lack of proper financial reporting capacity. (Investment and 

Competitiveness in Central Asia, OECD, May 2013) 

 Women SMEs have more constraints accessing finance than men do. There are legal and 

social norms that create barriers for women access to finance. The IFC discuss that in developed 

countries access to finance for women is easier and the gender gap is not as wide. 

Women’scontribution in economic activities have more impact, as they invest all their earning 

back into the business. That is why facilitating women entrepreneurs having access to finance is 

more important. (Strengthening Access to Finance for Women-Owned SMEs in Developing 

Countries October 2011) 

2.12.5 Factors Influencing Access to Finance 

 Mostly banks or financial institutions require complete information on the business and 

require adequate skill in the organization. Banks requires a proper business plan and an execution 

plan to reduce the scale of taking risk. The professionalism and attitude of the owner/manager is 

also considered when lending money from financial institutions. 

In Mozambique, a study has identified that the factors that influence external financing are 

the structure of financial sector, awareness of funding opportunities, collateral requirements, and 

small business support services.  

 As per the study, access to capital can help SME to acquire productive capital to take part 

in national economic growth and facilitate job creation. External financing is required by the SME 

boosting the newly established business and improves the chances to compete in the local and 

international market (Journal of Innovation and Entrepreneurship: A Systems View Across Time 

and Space, 2016) 
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 The Afghanistan International Bank (AIB) provides short- and long-term loans to business 

to acquire fixed assets or increase productions The AIB can give up to 4 million AFA loans for a 

maximum of 24 months variable periods, principle plus interest to be paid in 23 equal installments, 

for business who have been in operation for minimum of one year and have a trusted relationship 

with the bank for 6 months and having a good accounting and management system. 

The following manufacturing and production sectors are given priority consideration: 

 

 Agribusiness 

 Cashmere 

 Carpets 

 Construction materials 

 Gemstones 

 Marble 

 Or any other business as accepted by the bank 

Small Business Definition 

 The AIB defines small businesses based on the on enterprise’s total assets, annual revenues 

and employees in the following way: 

 The loan amount is above AFA 500,000 

 Enterprise employs between 10 to 100 persons 

 The enterprise’s total assets are not higher than AFA 50 million or the enterprise’s 

annual revenues are less than AFA 50 million, or both. 
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2.12.6 Supply Side Factors 

 External financing requirements for SME’s / WSMEare widely discussed, whether in 

developed or developing countries. This fact has been recognized globally and a lot of discussion 

and debate has taken place. The low access to finance was either the unavailability of appropriate 

fund or the cost of the fund. The other factor that is recognized is the characteristic of the business, 

the reporting structure of the business, the recognition of the owners for financing need, are some 

of the most important factors that influence the supply factors for external financing. In Saudi 

Arabia. WSMEs lack of access to finance is due to the lack of management skills and reliable 

financial information from the SME’s / WSME. Due to these crucial factors, the banks charge 

higher interest rates to reduce the risk of default. (Waked 2016) 

 In Afghanistan,banks are reluctant to give loans to SME’s / WSME, which is due to the 

lack of collateral and not having a proper business plan/ Proper documentation and data availability 

will help the bank to make the decision for the loan. (AIB, 2017)  

2.12.7 Demand Side Factors 

 In Asia, supporting SMEs in funding is a focus for national governments and donor 

agencies. In India, the government has developed two dedicated SME’s / WSME exchanges since 

2012. In the Philippines,anSME’s / WSME board has been launched under the stock exchange in 

2001. (Asian Development Bank, 2014) 

The business need to be fund-ready before they apply for the credit. In Saudi Arabia, it is identified 

that the main reason for barriersfor most of the SME’s / WSME accessing financing is they are not 

investment ready, such as owner/manager readiness, business readiness and information or 

reporting readiness. (Waked, 2016) 
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Characteristic of the Owner/Manager 

 The behavior of the owner/ manager, the attitude for business and seriousness of the owner/ 

manager is very important as they are the interface to the bank or financial institution. The owner is 

the role model for the organization in the day-to-dayoperations and the seriousness of their 

character. This characteristic can be influenced by education, experience leadership style and 

gender of the owner.  

 Experience makes a person perfect. An individual learns good practices in their tenure and 

experience and makes them relatively more trustworthy as lenders. (Waked 2016)  

 Several surveysshow the training and education of owner/manager is very important for 

external financing. Banks and financial institutions trust an educated owner/manager (Waked 

2016) 

 In Afghanistan, there are many barriers for women entrepreneurs doing business in 

Afghanistan. Women owners cannot travel alone in remote areas of the country, women lack 

collateral and legally there are several obstacles for women doing business in Afghanistan.  

Gender is also a major factor in getting a loan from the bank (Waked, 2016) 

 In the Middle East and Asian countries, female owners have limited access to financing, 

due to legal, educational and business experience issues. (Nicola, 2011) 

 For lenders and banks, business characteristicsare very important to understand the 

financial leverage and viability of the firm. The business should be on the path of growth and 

scalability, which will make the best attraction to the lenders (Waked, 2016) 
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Most of the business value is assumed throughout the business assets ratios, based on this 

analysis most of the debt financing is approved. The size of the business also impacts the 

size of the loan. For smaller businesses, the cost of lending is higher compared to the larger 

ones. In Tanzania, startup companies face a shortage of accessing external financing. The 

size of companies has a direct impact on debt financing (Qin, X., & Dickson, P. (2012). 

 Several studies have shown that larger businesses are more likely to obtain external 

financing. Smaller organizations have less tangible assets and lack of financial information to 

substitute for the collateral and this makes it difficult for them to access for external financing. 

(Waked, 2016) 

 The legal structure of the business supports the access to external finance for the firm. A 

legally registered firm and the size of the business are important factors for external financing. 

(Waked, 2016) 

 An international journal explains that the firm’s legal status solidifies access to external 

financing. There are various parts that identify the relationship which exist between incorporation 

and access to external financing, including the separation of the owner from business affairs. It 

helps managers be committed to the business and to organizational goals. A valid legal status 

increases the trust of the lenders, having full access to financial information of the firm, including 

debt ratios (Qin and Dickson, 2012) 

2.12.5 Banks and Small Firms 

 Banks are an important part of SME growth and sustainability; it is hard for banks to lend 

money to SMEs. Banks are usually thinking of reducing their financial risk when lending money to 
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SMEs. Banks require relationships and a transparent financial system to manage firm growth and 

liquidity. (Waked, 2016) 

3.4.6 Reasons for failure to obtaining bank finance 

 Despite the wider variety of external finance available, SME’s / WSME owners are 

suffering accessing to the required funds.  

A study was conducted over 250 entrepreneurs, it shows that most one of the reason that 

the SME’s / WSME loans are rejected from the lenders is the failure of submitting the knowledge 

of their business operation and vision and mission. And the lack of understanding of the credit 

system of the banks and financial institutions.around 24 percent of businesses even did not know 

that they have credit score, and most of them did not know where to get the credit score from. 

Education and knowledge was the most critical factor for potential rejection (Irwin and Scott, 

2010). 

2.13. Performance of SME’s / WSME 

 Business performance is the main factor for lenders and bankers. It is very important to see 

the firm’s scalability and growth trend for every lender. Investing in SME’s / WSME is risky and 

that is why when the firm apply for loans they should have a good performance to gain the trust of 

the lenders. Performance of the firm is the result of a good business plan, selection of the best 

market segment and the performance of the managers. (Waked, 2016) 

2.13.1 Factors Influencing SME’s / WSME Performance 

 One of the important factors that influence the performance of the firm is having access to 

real-time appropriate ad affordable proper capita. Therefore, the financing institutes are very 

important to support this very important sector of the business. (Qin and Dickson, 2012) 
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3.5.2 Performance Measurement 

 The firm’s performance means the firm’s ability to do the operation and compete in the 

marketplace and satisfying its shareholders. Firm performance is mostly measured by its profit and 

loss. This performance measurement is required by the financial institutions for making the lending 

decisions Measuring the performance of the firm is widely measured in the world, such as financial 

and accounting measurement, product life cycle and innovation, profit and loss, net profit and 

market share. Allof these are measures which identify the firm’s operational and financial 

performance (Waked, 2016). 

 There is a relationship between the firm profitability ratio is justified by the pecking order 

theory and external financing. (BAR, Rio de Janeiro, 2013) 

2.14 Islamic Finance 

 Islamic banking was established to address the problem of RIBA which is not permitted in 

any religion in the 1970s. Islamic banking has grown rapidly and is recognized international 

financial institutions and bankers. There areover 200 Islamic financial institutions with over 

$250billion worldwide and it is still growing with 16 percent annually.Most of the Islamic 

countries banking activities and procedures are now operating partially or completely by the 

Islamic financing law (Ali, and Ahmad, 2007). 

 In Malaysia, the Islamic banking industry started prospering since 1983 and continues to 

grow. Malaysia is a leader in Islamic financing, from retail to commercial Islamic banking and 

finance, from insurance to Islamic capital markets. Over 73 percentof companies in Malaysia have 

Sharia based Islamic Banking which is almost worth RM1.08 trillion. The following graph 

showsthe share of the types of Islamic banking products. 
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(MohdZakhiriMdNor, AniMunirahMohamad et al, 2016) 

 Islamic banking is following and managed with the ethos and value of the Islamic religion. 

It is a risk sharing interest-free banking, avoiding all unethical practices participating in improving 

Islamic economical activities. Therefore, to facilitate business and banking in Islamic financing, 

there are various financial products created, such as profit sharing, risk sharing for the daily 

banking activities and provide acceptable financial return for investors. (June 2014, 10th 

International Academic Conference, Vienna ISBN, SAMEER AHMAD MASTOOR) 

 In Afghanistan, the Islamic banking law was developed by the Da Afghanistan Bank and a 

sharia council has been developed in 2008-2009 to manage and regulate Islamic banking. Since 

then, most conventional banks are involved in Islamic banking. However, there is still no fully 

pledged Islamic bank in Afghanistan. (Dr. Alam Khan Hamdard, 2011) 

 The Afghanistan Bank Association has identified Islamic financing as the catalyst in the 

monetary system of the country and it will help add more money in the circulation of the monetary 
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structure. Due to the insecurity system in the country, there is more need for banking facility in the 

country and the need for Islamic banking is increasing. Afghans do not trust the non- Islamic 

banking sector as per the CEO of the Afghanistan Banking Association (ABA), therefore Afghans 

are inquiring the expansion of the Islamic banking to all parts of the country. The Islamic banking 

is a system which operates with the principle of the Sharia laws through the development of 

Islamic economics. In the Islamic sharia, interest charges are prohibited. These Islamic banking 

principle are worldwide accepted for very long timeand while, it has the same purpose as  

conventional banks, the difference is it operates within Sharia laws (Wadsam Afghanistan Business 

News Portal, 2016) 

 In practice, Islamic banking is operational in the Afghan government-owned banks. Bank-

e-Millie Afghanistan is providing Islamic financing for home appliances with very strict rules and 

procedures. The Bank offers a fixed rate for different leases.The loan limit is up to $10,000 andfor 

three years only. To secure their money, the bank needs strong collateral, if the loan is more than 

$30,000 the property will be mortgaged in the bank favor, or via a guarantee from 2 government 

employees. (Bank- E- Millie Afghan, 2016) 

 Miwand Bank in Afghanistan is handling and has implemented Islamic banking with the 

different products and features and accounts. 

1. Alwadiha Account (Current Account) 

2. Musharaka Account 

3. Mudarabah 

4. Murabahah 

 

http://wadsam.com/author/wadsam/
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 The current account (Alawadiha) is an amant deposit to the bank, not expecting any profit 

or loss. The owner of the money has access to his money any time and can withdraw his money 

without prior notice. 

 Musharakat account (saving account) is a profit and loss sharing account. It can be 

withdrawn with the period of prior notice, with agreed interest sharing.  

 Mudarabah account is the investor (Bank) and provides the capital and the businessowner 

operate and manage the business, share the profit and loss face by the investor (the bank). 

 The Murabahah account is a type of sales of commodities purchased by the bank to the 

business owner at agreed profit or markup with differed and agreed payment (Mastoor, 2004). 

 Islamic banking facilitates the day-to-day financial deals of business. It avoids the interest- 

based loans and in Islamic financing, money is not a direct deal, and the deal is mostly on the 

commodities or asset. The rate of interest is replaced with a rate of profit sharing and equity 

sharing, profit markup on credit purchase, by rental rate on leasing finance.in this type of financing 

money is not directly given to the business but rather commodities are given for the debt 

obligations. (Salman Syed Ali and Ausaf Ahmad Islamic Research and Training Institute, 2007) 

2.14.1 Murabaha (Cost Plus Sales) 

 Murabaha is a financing tool that supports business in the capital investment, purchasing 

equipment for the business and sell it to the business at the cost plus the profit, thereby 

collectingthe money at the agreed installment. It is a very transparent procedure with the investor 

disclosing the cost price of the equipment and openly adding the percentage of profit into the cost. 

It is an unconditional sale, the asset that is purchased must be available and it is not a differed sales 

transaction. The payback could be on installment or at a lump sum at the agreed time period. 
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(Ahmed Ali Siddiqui Vice President & Manager Product Development &Shariah Compliance 

Meezan Bank Limited) 

 Murabaha is a type of sale on deferred payment basis allowing the business owner to 

expand the business or add new machineries to his business as the mode of financing and to avoid 

commercial interest. This type of financing is still not an ideal investment mode. It is only 

replacing interest with profit (Mastoor, 2014). 

2.14.2 Mudaraba (Partnership Financing) 

 Mudariba partnership is a special type of Islamic banking. In this type of financing 

structure, the initial investor or idea owners are starting (initiating) the idea, and it is funded by an 

investor. Jobs and responsibilities are explained clearly under this type of financing. The investor is 

not engaged in the management or operation of the business, it is run by the investee. Profit is 

shared as per the agreement (Mastoor, 2014). 

 Mudarabah is arranged for a specific time, the investor is providing the capital for the 

business while the (Mudarib) investee is managing the business and they share the profit as agreed, 

but the loss of money is taken by the investor. While the principle amount is owned by the investor 

(Ahmed Ali Siddiqui Vice President & Manager Product Development &Shariah Compliance 

Meezan Bank Limited). 

 Mudarabah is a type of share, partnership that an investor does not have any right in the 

management of the business, and the initial investment has to from the initiator of the business. 

The profit is shared based on the agreement.  But the loss of money is the loss of the investor, it 

means that the investor bear-s the loss in the money and the investee suffer his time invested is lost. 
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There is a strict due diligence taking place to assess the performance of the business by the 

investor’s part (Mastoor, 2014). 

2.14.3 Musharakat (Constant Diminishing Partnership) 

 Musharakat is a partnership between two or more people for the same purposes, the profit 

and losses are shared as per the ownership in the business capital. The Constant Diminishing 

Musharakat is a type of partnership in which the share of one parties decreases and been purchased 

by the other owner with the passage of time, not necessary part of the contract. All the parties 

participate in the management of the business and profit and loss are shared as per the agreement 

and capital invested. All partners are responsible for the assets and profit and loss of the business. 

 None of the partners are responsible for any damages to the assets or the loss in the 

business until it is real misconduct. Any one of the partners has the right to terminate the contract 

with the prior notice, either the assets can be proportionally distributed among the partners or one 

of the partner can purchase it at the market value. In Musharakat of diminishing partnership, it 

depends on the agreement between partners; it can be purchased on the face value or the agreed 

value at the inception of the Musharakat. (ISLAMIC BANKING & FINANCE: PRINCIPLES and 

practices 2014 by Marifa Academy) 

 Musharakat means partner in Arabic, it can be a joint venture or partnership each partner 

shares the profit and loss according to the agreed ratio or capital ratio, the diminishing partnership 

the bank sells its share gradually to the partner at the agreed price with the prior identified time 

frame. This type of financing is very useful for both the business owner and the investor. It is 

applied for both parties, there is no need for collateral requirement, in case of failure the business 

owner is obliged to repay the amount to the bank or investor. (Waked, 2016) 
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2.14.4 IJARA (Islamic leasing) 

 

 Ijara means Islamic leasing of property with a specific contract and permissible specific 

period benefit, with the consideration that the business owner will own the asset at the end of the 

contract, or when the lessee can purchase the ownership of the leased asset. The ownership and risk 

of the asset is owned by the lessor until the ownership is transferred to the lessees. The rent is paid 

as agreed either in cash or in goods/services with specified contract and agreement (ISLAMIC 

banking & finance: principles and practices 2014 by Marifa Academy) 

 Ijara leasing is based on a fixed rate structure; it is a diminishing ownership structure where 

the bank procures the asset based on the need of the business owner for a specified period of time. 

The ownership of the asset transfers at the end of the contract to the lessee, and the price of the 

asset is paid to the bank on a monthly or agreed duration at a fixed amount. The lessor (the bank) is 

responsible for any liability of the asset until its ownership is transferred to the business owner. 

(Waked, 2016) 

2.14.5 Bay Al Salam (Differ delivery) instance 

 

 Bay Al Salam is a pre-purchase contract of an object or commodities and the prices are 

fixed at the time of contract and the delivery of the item will be performed at the future fixed date. 

The buyer is paying the full amount in advance to receiving the item. This type of financing is 

mostly used in agriculture sector. (Waked, 2016) 

 The Salam includes the object and the price. The specification of the object has to be 

specified which is commonly available under normal circumstances at the place. The investors pay 

cash for goods or commodities which will be the production of the investees. The full amount of 

the investor will be paid at the contract period in term of identified good. The duration of the 
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delivery of the commodities has to be pre-identified and agreed, if the investor failed to pay the 

good on time, there is no penalties, but can replace the Salam good by other goods. (Langton, 

Trullols and Turkistani, 2011) 

2.14.6 Bay WAQF 

 

 Waqf has been used in the Islamic economic system for ages, for the benefits of the 

community development. It serves the education, health services and drinking water facilities, 

environmental protection, prayer places such as mosques and other public utilized utilities and 

places. It is a permanent assignment of properties to the community on charitable activities. It is 

voluntary activities by considered as an ongoing charity performance and investment in the social 

welfare purposes, either supporting poor community of the society which helps satisfy the need of 

poor population. (Waked, 2016) 

2.15 Summary 

 During this study, there were little information available over the women owned business 

in Afghanistan, and as well very little study has been done in the world over the performance and 

establishment of women owned business. therefore the whole SME sector has be studied with the 

strong focus over the women owned business. 

In Afghanistan, women entrepreneurs have emerged during the last few years, still they need to 

find their position in the industry. 

This chapter discussesdifferent sources of external capital that WSMEs will need at the different 

stages of their business life cycle. These sources are identified as equity and debt financing. 

Equity financing is further divided into external and internal financing. External financing 

includes venture capital, angel investing and public share offering. Internal financing includes 
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personal savings, family and friend investments, and retained earnings. The second form of 

funding is debt financing, a type of loan with interest for a limited period of time, whereas equity 

financing can happen with partnership or stock purchases.Debt finance can be obtained from 

banks and financial institutions.  

 Most WSMEs need the support of external funding for the inception phase or for the 

growth of their business; it is a difficult decision for WSMEs to make. Most WSMEs use debt 

financing sources for their financing need as this type of financing does not interfere in the 

management of the business and not acquire a share of their business. Therefore, banks and 

financial institution are mostly selected for their financing need. Accessing formal loans from 

banks or other financial institution is a long and very complicated procedure.Most of the time, 

banks and financial institution loans are expensive and are difficult for WSMEs to obtain 

financing from these institutions. 

 Given the nature and the size of the business, WSME face a number of obstacles 

accessing finance from financial institutions, including the lack of collateral and financial 

acumen, limited business experience and management skill, all of which are important 

requirements for debt financing.  

 WSMEsare an important part in the national capital, as it helps the national GDP and also 

creates large number of job opportunities;therefore the growth of this sector is very important. 

However, there are a lot of factors that affect the growth and performance of the WSME sector 

as a whole, specificallyfor WSME. They are most the time treated very differently compared to 

male-owned WSMEs. 
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 The performance of WSMEsare affected by several external and internal factors, such as 

the management style of women entrepreneurs and limited business skill of women 

entrepreneurs, with the most important being the access to finance for the WSME sector. 

WSMEs are restricted with the size of their business and lack of financial control, little 

accounting knowledge and poor market awareness. 

 Governments, banks and financial institutions policymakers need to understand the 

importance of the WSME sector, and identify the factors affecting the growth of the WSME 

sector, and help to mitigate the factors and support the WSME access to finance. By removing 

the factors affecting the growth of the WSME sector, it will help grow the trust of banking sector 

of extending the debt financing to this sector. 

 This chapter has studied Islamic financial products, which is more practical in the Islamic 

world. It has reviewed the importance of Islamic banking in Afghanistan, which are largely used 

in the country either by banks or financial institutions, such as Mudaraba, Murabeha, Ijara 

andMusharaka.A future study needs to be directed to study only Islamic financing and its impact 

in the national economy of Afghanistan. 

 

 

Chapter 3: Methodology and Research Design 

 

INTRODUCTION 3.1 

 

 Chapter 3 will discuss and describe the research approach and methodology used for 

gatheringdata, identifying the target population and the design of the questionnaires. This chapter 
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will discuss data collection methods and discussions which were held during the data gathering 

process.  

 This chapter will describe the qualitative research methods used during the collection of 

primary data and secondary data from Afghanistan and outside of Afghanistan for this research, 

which consist of questionnaires with WSME in three different provinces, and face-to-face 

interviews with financial institutions in Kabul. The previous chapters explained in detail the 

literature overview of SMEs, with its characteristics and definition, as well as questionnaires 

which were established based on findings from the literature overview of SMEs having obstacles 

in accessing financing.  

3.2 METHODOLOGIES USED IN PREVIOUS STUDIES 

 This section discusses the exploratory methodologies used in the previous studies 

regarding the access to finance for WSME / SME in different regions. Several literature reviews 

and research regarding the access to finance for WSME were conducted in different countries 

including Afghanistan as stated here.  

 Waked (2016) discussed and studied the Access to Finance by Saudi SMEs, Constraints 

and the Impact on their Performance, has further discussed the different factors affecting the 

access to finance for SME in Saudi Arabia. 

Ganbold(2008)has investigated the Improving access to finance for SMEs and the 

International Good Practicesand Lessons for Mongolia and has discussed the importance of 

SMEs in development countries and the impact of SMEs in the global economy. 

Cutura(2010)has investigated and analyzed the importance of Women Economic 

Empowerment Trends & Good Practices on Women’s Entrepreneurship in the OSCE Region. 
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Additionally, International Finance Corporation (2011)has discussed in details the Strengthening 

Access to Finance for Women-Owned SMEs in Developing Countries and has further discussed 

the importance of women in the business environment. 

Furthermore, theCommission of the European Communitieshas widely discussed the 

access to finance of small and medium-sized enterprises, and has discussed the importance of 

access to finance for WSME.  And, the International Finance Corporation Johannesburg (2006) 

has discussed the access to finance for women entrepreneurs in Johannesburg,South Africa.  

Furthermore, they discussed the factors affecting the performance of Small and Medium 

Enterprises (SMES) in the manufacturing sector of Cairo Egypt.  

 Finally, the Charles Harvie University of Wollongong September (2011)has discussed the 

SME Access to Finance in Selected East Asian Economies.Each one of them has used different 

methods, such as qualitative and quantitative methods for their research, and has drawn findings 

and recommendation for their research.   

These studies have identified several issues of SMEs having access to finance. Starting 

from management and the structure of the firm, the education and experience of the owner, and 

on other side, lenders often do not trust SMEs with their money to be returned. Financial 

institutions think that SMEs are too small for their lending practices, therefore why to spend time 

with their management as SME often do not keep appropriate financial records, which is the 

most important requirement for financial institutions. 

3.3 OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 Both quantitative and qualitative approaches were used to undertake the research. These 

approaches were the most appropriate tools to collect and analyses the primary data that was 
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obtained in the study (i.e., the survey and interviews). The framework of this study incorporated 

theories relevant to the financing of WSMEs. This study adapted and designed structured 

interview questions to collect data from tow Afghanistan private banks, and the two other private 

sector intuitions. These interviews were used to gather basic information on the constraints for 

financing WSMEs in Afghanistan. The study used the data collected from the interviews with 

Afghanistan commercial private banks and other financial institutions to address the objectives 

of this research. A survey was conducted with a sample of 50 women business owners from three 

different provinces (i.e., Kabul, Mazar and Bamyan) The survey in this research was designed 

for owners and managers of WSMEs. Structurally, the survey consisted of three sections and was 

deigned to obtain information relevant objectives of the research. The collected data was 

analyzed and conclusion was drawn.  

The research focuses on the mixed methods of the study and will be analyzing both side of the 

equation.It has collected data from Women Entrepreneurs through questionnaires, understanding 

the obstacles and issues of the business in acquiring external capital, and key issues 

whichfinancial institutions face when dealing with WSME.  

 Face to face interviews with WSMEs were conducted discussing their point of view when 

acquiring external funds. Data was collected from three different provinces, including Kabul, 

Bamyan and Mazar, with a sample size of 50 none-randomly selecting women businesses 

identified and three financial institutions surveyed. 

 The research design establishes the framework for collecting and gathering data, 

identifying the tools for gathering data.In this research, questionnaires, surveys and 

interviewswere used.  
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 Secondary data was collected from Afghanistan business websites, government journals 

and experiences from other countries. 

Questionnaires and surveys were designed based on the literature review findings and 

discussions. Internal and external factors were captured in the research methods. 

 Data was collected through online questionnaires which were distributed to the 

available list of 65 women entrepreneurs in three different cities of Afghanistan, only 53 women 

participated in the survey, and responded to the questions. 80% of all the questions were 

responded.A separate interviews were conducted with three women business owners and 

financial institutions none- randomly selected as per the constraint on the limited number 

available in the market. 

Financial institutions were reluctant to share most of the important information, due to 

their internal confidentialities and government regulation. As a result, most of the required 

information’s were not shared, interviews were incomplete with only online availableinformation 

provided. 

several of the women were reluctant participated in the research, mostly due to the 

unawareness of their business model. most of the business were produced for the donor purposes, 

they did not have clear strategy for sustainability neither they were able to compete in the 

competitive market. 

The social norms in the country limit the movement of women entrepreneurs, leading 

people in this strong cultural society was another strong challenges for women owners. as a 

result it was difficult to convince the owner for participating in the research and tudy.  
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Chapter 4: Empirical Analysis and Findings 

Introduction: 

After data collection, all ofthe data was organized, translated from Pashto and Dari into English, 

and data was entered into an Excel sheet for the analysis with conclusions and findings drawn 

from the research. 
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4.1PrimaryData Analysis 

 A survey was conducted with 53 business owners in three different provinces, such as 

Kabul, Bamyan and Mazar. 84% of respondents have a manufacturing business and only 15% of 

them were involved in the service sector. 

Figure 1: Type of Business 

 

Most of these businesses are SMEs.45% of the businesseshave between 25 to 50 employees and 

the other 55% of businesses are having less than 25 employees in their business. 

 

Figure 2: Number of Employees 

85% 

15% 

0% 
What is your Business Type? 

        Manufacturing

        Service

         Others
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Almost all of respondents were women owned businesseswith only 4% of respondents were 

male-owned business. 

 

Figure 3: Gender of Business Owner 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Years of Experience of Business Owner 
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The experience and tenure of the business owners were also analyzed, if there is 

relationship between the experience and the access to finance.It was seen that almost all of the 

respondents were having larger business work experience, either employed by a business or had 

a partnership with other business owners. 55% of the respondent had more than 5 years of work 

experience before they have started their business. They have a good amount of experience in the 

businessenvironment. 
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 <5 years 5-10 years >10 years

Years of experience before you started the business? 

a)     Years of experience
before you started the
business?
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Figure 5: Education Level of Business Owner

 

The other important variable was education of the business owner, it was tested that 

almost everyone had some sort of education 43% of the respondent had high school education 

while the other 22% were even having post graduate education. In general, educational 

credentialsare not an issue in impacting the access to finance. 

The respondents were asked if they have acquired any external fund for the inception of 

their businesses, only 32% of them have acquired external financing for the start of their 

business. 
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Figure 5: Whether Business Obtained External Funds 

 

68% of business owners had started their business with their own money.It was further 

investigated the sources which they have used for external funding for their business inception. 

Figure 6: Sources of Funding 

 

32% 

68% 

Did you get any external finance for the inception of your business? 

Yes  No

48% 

43% 

0% 

0% 

0% 
9% 
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 Others (please specify)
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The owners were asked which sources they have used for external funding for the 

inception of their business.It was revealed that 48% of the respondents have used their 

shareholder fundsand 43% have used their friends and family money starting their business. In 

Afghanistan, this is very common to fund your business with friends and family money. 

Figure 7: Acquisition of Credit Since Business Inception 

 

It was further investigated to identify if owners had received any external funding for the 

growth of their business. 74% of the respondents said positively that they have received external 

funding for the growth of their business. 

 

 

 

 

74% 

26% 

Did you get any fund for the growth of your business: 

        Yes         No
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Figure 8: Identification of Sources of Funding Used 

 

Though respondent have used external funding for the growth of their business, 65% of 

the respondents have used their relatives and friend’s money for the growth of their business 

with only 5% of respondents receiving loans from commercial banks and the other 11% 

receiving loans from Islamic banking. Aid or development money playsanimportant role in the 

expansion of the business as well. 
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Figure 9: Interest Rates Paid for Financing 

 

It was further investigated to understand the interest rate these owners have paid for their 

external fund either to the Islamic or conventional loan. Data shows that 50% of borrowers have 

paid 20% of the interest on their loan, only 17% have paid up to 10% of interest on their loan. 
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Figure 10: Need for External Financing

 

To understand the need of external funding, it was asked that what did you need external 

fundingfor?40% of respondents replied that they needed it for their working capital and the other 

40% required external funding to expand their business. 

Figure 11:  Challenges to Obtaining Bank Financing
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It was asked if the respondents have faced any challenges while applying for external 

funding, only 21% of respondents have said yes they have faced challenges accessing external 

finance.  

Next, they were asked what type of challenges they have faced while accessing external 

finance. Respondents had said very little about it, although most of the mentioned 

challengeswere  the lack of collateral availability, and the second was the lack of business plan. 

Figure 12:  Challenges Faced When Obtaining Financing 

 

Of the main challenges that were discussed during the survey, 28% of respondents said that the 

process was lengthy and 28% stated a high interest rate. 
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Figure 13: Awareness of Islamic Financing  

 

Respondents were asked if they were aware of Islamic banking in the country. 55% of 

respondents said that they are not aware of Islamic banking in the country at all. 

Figure 14: Willingness to Obtain Islamic Financing 
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Are you aware of the Islamic Banking? 
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The survey further askedif the owners are aware of Islamic finance, have they ever 

applied for this type of financing and the data shows that 55% of respondents have confirmed 

that they have applied for Islamic banking. 

Figure 15: Willingness for Types of Financing

 

It was tested if the facilities of the bank loan are provided to the business owner, which 

type of the loan would the business owners apply for?It was stated that 72% of respondents said 

that they will apply for Islamic banking. 
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Which type of financing do you prefer for your business activities? 
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Figure 16: Challenges of Capital Available in the Capital Markets

 

Further, business owners were asked what are  their main challenges in their businesses 

daily operations? 45% of respondents said access to capital is a moderate challenge for their 

business while the other 22% of respondents said that access to finance is a major challenge for 

their business. 

Figure 17: Challenges of Financial Support
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The other important part was financial support to the business for the daily operation and 

growth of the business.67% of respondents acknowledged that financial support is a major 

challenge for their business. 

Figure 18: Challenges of Education in the Business

 

It was discussed if education can be a challenge for the growth of the business, or if 

education could be a barrier for access to finance. Only 33% of respondents said that education is 

a major challenge for their business growth and as a result they cannot get access to finance. 
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Figure 19: Challenges of Government Regulations

 

It was asked if government regulations are a challenge for their business, only 17% of 

respondents said that it is a major challenge for their business. 56% of respondents said it is a 

moderate challenge. 

Figure 20: Major Challenges for Business Success 
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Market demand, competitors and technology were stated as moderate challenges for the 

growth of the business, while customer satisfaction was not considered a challenge for the 

surveyed business. 

Figure 21: Major Challenges for Business Success 

 

It was asked to identify the major challenges of their business.43% of respondents 

confirmed that government bureaucracy is a major challenge and followed by corruption in the 

country at 37% of respondents, which causes a slowdown in the business performance in the 

country. 

4.2 Secondary data 

South Africa 

Access to capital for female-owned businesses in South Africa is not same for all groups of 

people and not for equal for genders as well. This is despite that government legislation and the 

constitution strong highlights equality among all nations and races and genders having equal 
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access to finance. The country has developed a code of conduct to remove racism, but it is not 

actively working as black women are marginalized and it is difficult for them to access 

financing.  

As per the IFC study below, women in South Africa are facing a number of barriers. 

 

“Out of 170 women surveyed across four provinces, only 7 were familiar with the development 

finance institutions in their provinces. This reflects a paucity ofmarketing by these institutions to 

this target market, and of limited use of networks such as businesswomen’s organizations, trade 

organizations, local structures and public media.” (International Finance Corporation 

Johannesburg, 2006) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The OECD has performed a survey in Central Asia to identify how to improve access to 

finance for SME in this region. The survey has confirmed that access to credit is a major 

 Women in business face a number of barriers and prejudice remains an issue, as illustrated by the fact that women 

have better credit repayment records than men, yet still find it harder to raise finance than their male counterparts. 

 

Obstacles to access 

 

■Financial literacy: poor understanding of financial terminology and lack of awareness of bank and microfinance 

services are an obstacle. A lack of understanding of credit processes and the role of credit bureaus also places 

women at a disadvantage. 

 

■Attitudes of banks: only one out of South Africa’s four major banks is contemplating a specific program to 

increase its share of women-owned enterprises. 

 

■BEE code targets: codes and industry charters do not have sufficient targets for women’s financial services 

outreach or business activity. 

 

■Lack of awareness of development finance: despite the resources available from private and public development 

finance institutions, few women in business know about the different institutions, their products or how to access 

them. 

 

■Lack of financial confidence: overall women have less financial confidence than men. 

 

■Lack of appropriate products: bank services and products, including savings products are often unaffordable, 

and the emphasis on collateralized and asset based lending disqualifies most women from accessing business loans. 
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challenge for SMEs in this region, especially in Mongolia, Afghanistan and Kazakhstan 

(Somma, 2017). 

The figure clearly shows that access to finance in Afghanistan is constrained in a major way. 

 

As per the report, women-owned businesses are higher job creating organizations, they have 

employed over 5500 people in their businesses, 78% of them are small businesses hiring 1 to 10 

employees. These business women are having issues in accessing external financing. 81% of 

them have faced difficulties inaccessing external credit. As per the survey,there are a number 

ofconcrete findings forwomen-owned enterprises in Afghanistan (Afghan Women’s Economic 

Participation Building Markets 2013 Report) 

93% of businesses in Afghanistan have clearly understood that to raise external capital 

for their business is very important. Raising external capital for their business was relatively 

challengingwith 78% of respondents indicating very difficult or difficult conditions in having 

access to external funding, yet access to capital in different provinces of Afghanistan varies.66% 

of respondents have claimed, they can grow their business by 60% if they have access to formal 
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financing. 25% of the 66% claimed that they can double their business if they are having access 

to formal funding. (Afghanistan Financial Services. 2010 Afghanistan Capital Markets 

Assessment funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). 
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(Afghanistan Financial Services. 2010 Afghanistan Capital Markets Assessment Funded by the 

United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 

 

Afghanistan lacksan accounting regulatory body. There is a weak accounting industry in 

the country which is causing limitation to access to finance with financial institutions requiring 

valid financial audited reports. The report shows that 65% of business owners keep their 

accounting records in books and only 19% of them are using accounting software. 
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World Bank research has shown that SMEs contribute to the general income of the 

national economy, and contribute to total employment of the nation.For example,in low income 

countries, the contribution of SME employment is 17.6% while in high income country it is even 

57.2%. SMEs contributes a 15.6% increase in low income countries GDP and a 51.5% increase 

in high income countries GDP. It clearly indicates that SMEs are the largest contributors to the 

nation GDP and provide a higher number of job opportunities.  
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Research was conducted by Mastoor on Islamic banking in Afghanistan; a question was 

asked whether entrepreneurs have information about Islamic banking?68% of respondents have 

claimed that they do not have information ofIslamic banking in the country. (Mastoor, 2014) 

 

 

During the period of 2006-2014, Islamic banking rapidly grew in Malaysia with Islamic 

loans reaching 331bilion RM, increasing four times in less than a decade. (THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC FINANCE IN MALAYSIA, MohdZakhiriMd Nor, 

AniMunirahMohamadet all .27 March 2016) 
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Access to finance is a global issue, and there are almost similar obstacles for entrepreneur 

access to external capital for SME managers in the GCC countries. They have indicated that 

bureaucracy is the largest obstacle, for example it can be access to market information, 

documentation, or collateral requirement.  

4.3Interviews 

Women entrepreneurs' interview: 

Below contains the interview questions to interview women-owned SMEs. 

Women Entrepreneurs  interviews 

 

Green Agriculture Company 

In this business since last five years. 

Do you manage your business yourself?  

Day-to-day management is done by the owner, 

Q. 2: Explain how did you credit the start of your business? 

This is a partner business; the business was credited by the owner's savings.  
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Q.3: Did you acquire any capital for the expansion of your business? If yes, explain how and 

from whom? 

 Not acquired any external fund only friends and family money, without any interest payment. 

Q.4: explain the challenges that you face during acquiring external funding? 

Banks require collateral, and there is a lot of paperwork, and they require you to provide the 

collateral, you need to put a lot of time into the process, facilitating the visits and providing all 

the paperwork, and the trust is the main challenge, banks don't trust women SME that they can 

grow their business and can repay the money. 

Q.5 was it easy to get the loan from the bank? 

Not applied for the bank loan, because there are a lot of issues acquiring the loan from banks. 

Q.6:  what are the main reasons that women don't get the loan from the bank? 

In Afghanistan, one of the most important challenges is the culture, which is blocking the women 

entrepreneur access to the bank loan. 

Collaterals are the other important challenge, wherein Afghanistan collaterals are by the name of 

the male member of the family, women are paralyzed with the access to finance by the 

requirement of the collateral.  

Q.7: what would you recommend to the bank to facilitate loans for women SME 

Women entrepreneurs are the important part of the economic growth, to encourage them, bank 

and the government have to facilitate access to finance for women SME, for example providing 

guarantee later to the business while acquiring grant or applying for a project with the 

government. This will help the business owner to get the trust of the project owner. 

And the banks have to increase the duration of their loan payback period, right now it is very 

short. 
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And reduce their interest rate.  

Q.8: what would you recommend the WSME to get access to external fund? 

Women should find other alternatives ways financing their business, loans from the banks are a 

headache, they will not support women at all, so I recommend women not to go to the banks for 

funding their business.  

Q.9: Do you think women are scared of an external fund? If yes? Why? 

Women are scared from the bank loan, they are not sure if they can repay their money to the 

bank, or if they scale up their business to pay the interest to the bank, they are scared that they 

may default on their loan.  

Women are not aware of the Islamic banking, and they don't trust if it is really an Islamic 

banking. 

Thank you for giving me your time. 

 

New Clothing and Jewelry Company: 

 In this business since2012 

 Do you manage your business yourself?  

Day-to-day management is done by her sister, but a strategic management is done by the owner 

Q. 2: Explain how did you credit the start of your business? 

This is a partner business, the business was credited by the owner's savings.  

Q.3: Did you acquire any capital for the expansion of your business? If yes, explain how and 

from whom? 

 Yes, the owner has acquired external fund from the external source, she received a grant from 

the Aid agency, and have browed money from her sister to purchase machinery for her business. 
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Q.4: explain the challenges that you face during acquiring external funding? 

Applying for the loan as a woman is a challenge itself. They don't take your serious, that you are 

women and whether you will run this business successfully. As a women you apply for the grant 

they will cut it to lower amount, as I am a women, they don't trust, they think this is a small 

business ( for example, we have applied for a $45000 grant as they said that it is a small business 

although our assets were more than $90,000, still they reduce it to $11000 grant) . 

As women there are a lot of other challenges doing business in this country, such as social and 

cultural practices, our movement is restricted, our interaction needs to be very careful our access 

to information is restricted, we have to balance our lives with our professional and family 

responsibility. We have a lot of mental challenges are there for women professionals and 

business women. 

Q.5 was it easy to get the loan from the bank? 

Not applied for the bank loan, because there are a lot of issues acquiring the loan from banks. 

Q.6:  what are the main reasons that women don't get the loan from the bank? 

There is a lot of paperwork required by the banks. 

The duration of the loan is very short 

They require high-value collateral, which it is difficult for women owning a land or home in 

Afghanistan. 

The interest rate is very high. 

The payback installment is very short, the next month I am required that I have to start paying 

back. 

 

Q.7: what would you recommend to the bank to facilitate loans for women SME 
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To provide a special package to the women business owners, considering that women don't have 

access to collateral. 

And they have to charge less interest rate for their credit to women business. 

Increase the duration of their loan for women business owner. 

Q.8: what would you recommend the WSME to get access to external fund? 

They need to improve their skill in terms of their education and communication skills and 

improve their internal management skills, where they can get the trust of the banks and other 

donor agencies to extend their credit to this sector. 

Q.9: Do you think women are scared of the external fund? If yes? Why? 

I think they are scared from the external loan, as they are not sure that they can repay back the 

principle and the interest of the money back. 

 

Thank you for giving me your time. 

 

 

Banks / Financial Institutions 

The following interview was conducted with banks and other financial institutions in 

Afghanistan. 

Afghanistan International Bank 

Afghanistan International Bank was established in 2004 with 32 branches across the country, 

facilitating banking services, with the objective of supporting the businesses in Afghanistan. 

On 25th May 2017, an interview was conducted with the head of Business Banking, Trade 

Finance & Islamic Banking, Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Khan, at their main office. 
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Mr.Zulfiqar was asked the following questions and responses were provided as per the policies 

of the Bank. 

Q.1: Does your bank give loans? If yes, which type of loans does your bank offer in 

Afghanistan? 

AIB is facilitating and providing different loans facilities to the businesses in different stages and 

for different business types, a different type of loan is provided. 

The Bank provides the facility of the loan in two currencies, Dollars and Afghanis the home 

Currency.   

To large business and corporations up to $2 million Dollars. 

Loan for SME up to $100,000 Dollars 

And consumer loans. 

The Bank also provides small loans from $20,000 up to $75,000 Dollars. 

Community banking starts from $20,000 up to $500,000 Dollars. 

Term Loans 

Overdraft facility 

Business banking ($500,000 up to $2million Dollars) 

 

What is the rate of your loan? 

AIB encourages loans in the home currency, and they are charging different interest rates for 

each currency. A higher interest is charged for Dollar currency. 

Dollars currency loan is charged 12 up to 18%. 

Home Currency (Afghanis) loans are charged 10 to 16%. 
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Each of the currency and type of loan has its own terms and conditions, applied to the individual 

business as per the separate loan term and type of business and condition of the business. 

Q.2: What are the main requirements of your bank for business to get the loan?  

AIB is trying to protect their money with higher precautionary measures. The Bank needs 200% 

of collateral for their loan, while the policy of the Da Afghanistan Bank policy is 120% of 

collateral. 

A registered and operational business with employees and product or service availability. 

Business size and business type undergo due diligence as well as in the sector the business 

operates in. 

Latest business license (Government approved license) 

Business plan of the company with the profile of the company) 

Shareholder statement (Statement of Equity) 

6 Months financial information  

One year complete bank statement 

List of suppliers and customers if any 

Property evaluation report (which is provided by a third party) 

Accounting payable and accounting receivables with historical figures 

The requirement for small businesses is as follows. 

Title deeds of 200% of collateral 

List of Immovable assets 

 

Q.3: Which type of companies are your considering for lending? 
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AIB considers lending money to businesses in any sector, general trade(import and export), 

agriculture, manufacturing, logistics, services, and construction. 

All types of businesses 

Corporate 

SME and small businesses 

Q.4: What range of lending is your bank offering 

AIB offers a different range of loans, from $20,000 up to $7.5 million Dollars, based on the type 

of the business and business size. 

Q.5: How many companies did apply for loans with your bank?  Gender split, Men, Women-

owned. 

AIB did not share this information in detail, the number of their total business was not revealed. 

But interestingly, since their operation, only one woman has applied for a loan from the AIB 

bank, and it was rejected, as she could not fulfill the bank requirement. 

Q.6: Is there a limit on the amount of loan? If yes. What is the limit? And why? 

There is not a limit for any type of loan, a business can apply for any type of loan, for any 

amount, but it is not guaranteed that the business will be awarded the applied loan, as discussed 

earlier; the loan limit is based on the business capacity and playback capability. 

 

Q.7: Is every firm who apply for the loan, they are considered for the loan? 

Not necessarily, Mr. Zulfiqar said that 95% of the requests are rejected. Because most applicants 

do not have any banking information at the initial stage, and more importantly businesses who 

apply for the loan often do not have proper documentation and collateral.  

Q.8: What are the main issues of the companies that cause the rejection of the loan?  
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Business who apply for a loan, their first issue is that they are not aware of the banking 

procedure. Most of the applicant do not even have bank accounts and they do not understand the 

credit procedure and its importance.  

The applicant is not a good business type or not a viable sector. 

The business is not in a good shape or not a good size to be invested in the business. 

The applicant has newly started the business. 

Not having a business plan. 

Not having the plan how to spend the money. 

Owner mindset is a major issue. 

Not having the financial system. 

Not having the management structure. 

Not having professional financial employees or acumen. 

Not having process and procedures for the daily operation of the business. 

Q.9: Which companies are easy to have access to loan? 

Men owned? Women-owned? 

Reason? 

Both owners can have access to the AIB loans if these businesses meet the AIB loan criteria and 

provide required documents in a timely manner. 

Q.10: Does your bank offer Islamic loan? If yes. Explain the type of Islamic loan, please. 

Yes, AIB provides the facility of different Islamic banking to its customers, such as the 

following: 

Liability products 

Current account no profit (interest) to the customers 
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Saving account (Muzarabah) 60 / 40 % interest based calculate the interest on a Quarterly basis. 

Term deposit. 6 months and 12 months a quarterly profit 60 /40 % profit share. 

Q.11: Do firm apply for Islamic loan?  

Yes No, Why? 

Yes, firms apply for Islamic loans and deposits, as Afghanistan is a religious and traditional 

community; Islamic banking is suited to their need of religion.  

Q.12: What are the criteria of the Islamic loan?  

The requirement for Islamic banking is the same as for the conventional banking, it is based on 

the Sharia law. The rest of the requirements and criteria are similar to conventional banking. 

Q.13: Does your bank have default loans?  

Yes, No, Reasons 

Yes, AIB as any other bank in the country and the world has default loans, mostly due to not 

having a proper business plan or the poor security situation in Afghanistan. Or the owner mindset 

issues. There are several factors causing the default. Luckily there is no default in the Islamic 

banking at all yet.  

How can the defaulted loan be avoided? 

The default can be reduced by selecting the right customers and the right business. Most 

businesses need to continue management support. Most of the time owners of the business are 

the cause of default and decline of the business. Business owners need to adapt to the changes in 

the marketplace and understand customer needs. They need to listen to the customers, and 

business needs to have a proper financial system to manage their finance and accounting 

bookkeeping.  

Q.14: How can the business improve to be eligible for your loan? 
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Business needs to adapt proper financial system (do not know your number, do not know your 

business). 

Very good inventory management and proper sale channel and sale management system. 

Collecting historical financial data both on sales, inventory turnover and other financial ratios. 

Characteristic of the owners, the seriousness of the owner, plan for growth and scalability of 

their business. 

Sustainable business, developing the long-term business plan. 

A Proper hierarchical system of the business. 

Top management structure. 

Qualified employees. 

Selecting the right product mix and services. 

Proper sales and inventory management system. 

Very good business plan. 

 

Mr. Zulfiqar continued and said that most Afghan business owners are not listening to customer 

needs, they start their business copying other businesses in the market. Most of the business does 

not have a business plan. More importantly, they do not have an investment plan. 

Mr. Zulfiqr said that women entrepreneurs are even in more a difficult situation. First, they are 

selecting a non-scalable business sector, such as handicrafts or agriculture. Most women-owned 

businesses are developed by donor money and have little knowledge of market demand. As a 

result, they are collapsing and create frustrations for the business owner and donor communities. 
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Oxus Afghanistan financial institute: 

Oxus Afghanistan, a microfinance institution, was established in 2007 for the purposes of 

providing collateral-free loans to small business and individuals from 13 branch offices in 

Afghanistan. 

I visited Mona Haidari, a loan officer of Oxus Afghanistan on the 8th June 2017 in her office, for 

the purpose of an interview to understand their operation and the facilities they are providing to 

women-owned businesses. 

Q.1: Does your institution give the loan? If yes, which type of loans does your bank offer in 

Afghanistan? 

Yes, our institution was established to facilitate non-collateral small and medium-sized loans to 

individuals and businesses in Afghanistan. 

Our microfinance institution gives different collateral free group loan, individual loan, social 

loan, small and medium enterprise loan, staff and salary loan, agriculture Murabaha loan and 

gold-backed loan. 

What is the rate of your loan? 

The aim of Oxus is to facilitate microfinance for those where banks cannot penetrate. Our 

mission is to develop and participate in the economic development of the country. We are 

charging a very low rate for our loan, it starts from 2% up to 12%, all this depends on the trust 

we build with customers.  

Q.2: What are the main requirements of your institution for business to get the loan?  

Already established the business. 

Licensed business. 

At least 6 months of business operation. 
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Two people to guarantee the owner for repayment (guarantors). 

Have the collateral of immovable property such as land. 

Q.3: Which type of companies are your considering for lending? 

Oxus provides the loan to all type of Afghan business, which is located in the coverage of Oxus 

operation. 

Q.4: What range of lending is your bank offering 

The loan range varies from 10,000 Afa up to 2 million Afa, for individuals and businesses. 

Q.5: How many companies applied for loans with your bank? Gender split, Men, Women-

owned. 

Oxus Afghanistan has21,000 active clients in 19 provinces, of which 88% of them are 

shopkeepers and small business owners, 37% of the clients are women, both individuals, and 

businesses. 

Q.6: Is there a limit on the amount of loan? If yes. What is the limit? And why? 

Loan facilities vary widely depending on the purpose. For the small group, the loan range is from 

10,000 Afa up-to 200,000 Afa. 

For business owners, the loan range is between $100 up to $50,000 Dollars, but all these depends 

on the trust and tenure with the business. 

Q.7: Is every firm who apply for the loan, they are considered for the loan? 

Not really, as businesses which are not located in the coverage area of the Oxus office is 

definitely rejected. Business and individuals who cannot provide the guarantor or collateral are 

rejected and there are many other reasons which cause the rejection of the application. 

Q.8: What are the main issues of the companies that cause the rejection of the loan?  
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Applicants who cannot provide the necessary documents and guarantors cannot be considered. In 

addition, applicants who are not in the coverage area of the Oxus are not considered for loans. 

Q.9: Which companies are easy to have access to loan? 

Men owned? Women-owned? 

Reason? 

All types of businesses are easy to work with and our vision is to provide financial access to 

areas not served by banks and other financial institutions and to develop livelihoods and support 

job creation.  

Q.10: Does your bank offer Islamic loan? If yes. Explain the type of Islamic loan, please. 

Oxus supports the local tradition and belief of its clients. Yes, we have an Islamic loan (such as 

Muzarebah) for agriculture businesses. 

Q.11: Do firm apply for Islamic loans?  

Yes No, Why? 

Yes, they do. Oxus operates in remote villages and villagers like to have Islamic Sharia-based 

loans. 

Q.12: What are the criteria of the Islamic loan?  

There is no difference in the criteria of the loan. 

Q.13: Does your bank have default loans?  

Yes, No, Reasons 

Oxus is working with the community and therefore it does not have any default loans.  

How can the defaulted loan be avoided? 

By thoroughly studying of an applicant and implementing the criteria of the financial institution, 

it will help avoid the defaulted loan. 
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Q.14: How can the business improve to be eligible for your loan? 

Oxus' method for granting loans is a process to complete before the loan is granted. Such process 

needs to be kept in mind and the applicant needs to fulfill the requirements. 

The loan process for Oxus is screening the loan request, visiting the client business, visiting the 

client home, doing the analysis of the business viability, analyzing the business plan and creation 

of the committee. A decision is made for disbursement, after credit monitoring, and 

reimbursement and if needed repeat loans.  

 

 

Financial Institute: 

This financial institute was established in 2007 in order to fill the gap faced by SMEs in 

Afghanistan. The aims of this institute are to support Afghan entrepreneurs to excel and grow 

their business having access to external financing.  The institute offers a variety of financial 

products. I met Director of Portfolio Management, in his office on 5th June 2017 and the 

following information was acquired from him. He explained that the institute is the largest non-

banking institution in the country providing growth capital. this financial not only provides 

access to growth capital, but it also provides advisory services to its client companies to assure 

the impact of the loan and long-term sustainability of the companies. 

Q.1: Does your institution give loans? If yes, which type of loans does your bank offer in 

Afghanistan? What is the rate of your loan? 

This financial firm main objective is to facilitate the growth of the established business, so yes 

this financial firm is giving loans to businesses. AGF gives both Islamic and conventional loans 

(equity, mezzanine, term credit) to SMEs and large companies in Afghanistan.  
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The interest rate is different for each type and duration of the loan. AGF loans start from 10% to 

18% interest rate. 

Q.2: What are the main requirements of your bank for business to get the loan?  

AGF invest in emerging markets which exhibit promising growth. Therefore, the applicant must 

have an operational business, properly registered with a license from the Ministry of Commerce 

or AISA. 

The business must provide immovable collateral at the size of the loan. 

The business should provide the necessary historical financial data. 

The business must have a transparent financial system. 

Business must have a business plan. 

It should be a viable business to grow. 

Q.3: Which type of companies are your considering for lending? 

AGF is supporting companies that are using local available input and resources while adding 

value to promote domestic production and industry, therefore AGF invests across all sectors in 

the country. It focuses more on agro-industries and agro-business, manufacturing, transportation, 

technology and storage services in Afghanistan. 

Q.4: What range of lending is your bank offering? 

AGF investment is based on the size and ability of the companies and the range of lending is also 

based on the type of loan the applicant applies for.  

Equity type of investment of the loan amount starts from $500,000 to $3 million Dollars. 

Mezzanine type of loan, the investment starts from $ 200,000 to $3 million Dollars. 

Term loan the amount starts from $200,000 to $3million Dollars. 

For small businesses, the investment amount starts from $100,000 Dollars. 
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Q.5: How many companies did apply for loans with your bank?  Gender split, Men, Women-

owned. 

AGF has invested in more than 100 businesses throughout Afghanistan since its inception in 

different sectors, but unfortunately, none of the businesses we have invested are owned or run by 

women.  

Q.6: Is there a limit on the amount of loan? If yes. What is the limit? And why the limit? 

AGF invests in companies which have the potential to grow and have the ability to repay the 

principal amount with the agreed interest. We do not want the companies to ask for a large 

amount of loan and then they cannot manage the investment. Companies must have a proper plan 

for the investment while they apply for the loan. AGF can invest up to $3million Dollars in the 

business if there are a proper business and growth plan. 

Q.7: Is every firm who apply for the loan, are they considered for the loan? 

Not exactly, there are several unseen barriers for investing in business in Afghanistan and even 

where in any market. Companies have to meet our loan criteria before they are considered for 

loan payment. AGF's approach is that we are considering our client as our partners, and our aim 

is that our client has to prosper and get the advantage of our loan, therefore the applicant must 

consider all our criteria for the loan, and it has to be a viable business to grow. They should be 

able to pay back the loan, most importantly the company has the capacity to manage the large 

investment and do they have a comprehensive business plan and investment plan.  

Q.8: What are the main issues of the companies that cause the rejection of the loan?  
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There are several reasons for rejection of the loan. AGF has procedures for investment and 

thoroughly analyzes the applicant's document and analyzes the business viability before we 

invest in the business. Therefore, most of the rejections are due to the following: 

Not the proper business plan. 

Newly established business. 

Poor management structure. 

Not proper collateral availability. 

Little knowledge of the business environment. 

Unregistered business. 

Most importantly is the owner's mindset. 

Q.9: Which companies are easy to have access to loan? Men owned? Women-owned? Reason? 

AGF is happy to work with both genders and there is no any conflict with any of the gender. The 

main issue in Afghanistan is that it is not easy for women to operate as widely in the market as 

men can. Therefore, the business that women select are home-based businesses, and the 

scalability for that type of business is difficult. As AGF loans start from $100,000, so most of the 

women business is not able to absorb and manage this huge amount of money. It is difficult for 

women to provide the required collateral, which is the most important part for any financial 

institution to protect their investment; they need collateral for their loan. 

It is easier to work with male-owned businesses given that: 

Men can provide collateral. 

Men have more knowledge of the market. 

Men have a comprehensive plan for the growth of their business. 

Q.10: Does your institution offer Islamic loans? If yes. Explain the type of Islamic loan, please. 
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AGF does offer Islamic loans, which is more practical in the Afghanistan context.  

AGF provides Murabeha loans which are a Sharia loan, and which is more practical in the 

Afghan market. Business owners trust this type of loan more than any other type of loan. 

Q.11: Do firm apply for Islamic loan?  

Yes, No, Why? 

Yes, AGF clients apply for Islamic loans, currently, our 6 out of 10 of our clients apply for 

Islamic loans. This is a more common and practical and easy to understand for the business 

owner. It is Sharia compliant and there is more trust in this type of loan. 

Q.12: What are the criteria of the Islamic loan?  

There are no different criteria for the Islamic loan than the conventional loan. Our clients need to 

meet our criteria of AGF financing; either they are applying for the Islamic or conventional loan. 

Q.13: Does your institution have default loans?  

Yes, No, Reason? How can the defaulted loan be avoided? 

As every other financial institution, AGF does have default loan. It is all due to not having 

proper business planning from the business owner. 

Generally, the Afghan market has started to decline. 

Most importantly, the markets are affected by the security situation in the country. 

Q.14: How can the business improve to be eligible for your loan? 

The most important criteria are the mindset of the owner. 

Understanding the loan criteria. 

Plan for investment utilization. 

Comprehensive business plan. 

Understanding of the market trend. 
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The seriousness of the loan requirement. 

Mr. Safiullah further explained that AGF is committed to the growth of the Afghanistan 

economy through supporting the SME sector in this country. He added that SMEs are the largest 

employer in the country and improve the quality of local production. 

He added that to improve the GDP of Afghanistan, the international community, and local 

government has to start supporting the SME sector, providing to them the right financial support 

and the opportunity to grow their business and utilize local raw materials, increase job 

opportunities and develop local competition. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. 4Findings 

 This study identified that women not only in Afghanistan face obstacles in accessing 

finance; it revealed that women in South Africa have even a strong problem accessing external 

financing.  

  It is identified that women entrepreneurs have not even been considered by commercial 

banks and financial institutions for lending money. Either the business owners do not meet the 

criteria of the bank, or the applicant does not understand credit procedures. 

This study identified that there is a gap in the policy of the bank and the mindset of the women 

business owner facilitating the access to finance from the bank or financial institutions. 
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This study identified that there is a great demand for Islamic banking for the WSME sector, but 

there is a lack of information provided by banks and financial institution. This gap can be easily 

tackled by more frequent communication and customer education.  

The primary data of this study was collected via questionnaires from 53 women entrepreneurs in 

three different cities of Afghanistan, Kabul, Bamyan and Balkh province. Had a separate 

interview with three women entrepreneurs in Kabul, an interview with three different banks and 

financial institutions in Kabul Afghanistan, and the research was analyzed and conclusions were 

drawn from it.  

 The research found that there are some factors that affect the access to the bank 

financing, such as the characteristic of the business owner, and the characteristic type of business 

ownership. The lack of awareness of the credit process and procedures the lack of the business 

plan or the lack of the financing utilization plan. The main reason for women entrepreneurs 

failing access to bank financing was the lack of collateral and financial record keeping and high-

interest rate from the banks and financial institutions. 

 The study identified the lack of awareness of the Islamic banking in the country, while 

the demand for the Islamic banking was highly expressed by most of the respondent. It is 

recommended to the banking sector in Afghanistan to have a channeled communication over 

their Islamic banking product to the wider audience of Islamic banking in the country. 

The study has drawn finding and recommendation at the end of the study for both the banking 

sector and the Women SME, identified the internal and external obstacle such as capital 

availability, competition in the market, satisfaction for the customer need and the development of 

the marketing plan are the most significant obstacle affecting the growth of the business. The 
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study concludes with some recommendations for the business and the banking sectors in order to 

promote the Women SME access to finance in Afghanistan. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

 

 This study has identified the issues faced by women entrepreneurs in Afghanistan in the 

SME sector while  attaining credit from the Afghanistan financial sectors (banks and private 

financial institutions). The survey has identified areas for improvement for both female 

entrepreneurs and banks to facilitate credit to the WSME sector as a whole, and specifically for 

female-owned enterprises. 

 This study has also identified access to external finance for women-owned business, it is 

affected with the mindset of the owners and managers, there is also less interest and trust from 

the banks over the performance and ability of WSMEs for payback of the loan and the interest. 

The study has also identified the most important obstacle affecting the access to finance, which is 

the collateral availability for women owners.  

 The finding of this study should help banks, financial institution and policymakers in 

Afghanistan to consider and improve their performance in dealing with WSME. This study will 

also provide owners/managers with important insights into issues related to key issues in 

accessing credit from banks and financial institutions.  

 There are several reasons for rejection of the loan. Therefore, most of the rejections are 

due to the following: 

Not the proper business plan. 

Newly established business. 

Poor management structure. 

Not proper collateral availability. 

Little knowledge of the business environment. 
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Unregistered business. 

Most importantly is the owner's mindset. 

 The main issue in Afghanistan is that it is not easy for women to operate as widely in the 

market as men do. Therefore, the business that women select are home-based businesses, and the 

scalability for that type of business is difficult. Women business are not able to absorb and 

manage this huge amount of money borrowed from the banks or financial institute. First of all 

the business owner needs to build their internal capacity and develop a business plan and hire the 

right person for the right position, and create a vision and mission. It is difficult for women to 

provide the required collateral, which is the most important part for any financial institution to 

protect their investment; they need collateral for their loan. 

It is easier to work with male-owned businesses given that: 

Men can provide collateral. 

Men have more knowledge of the market. 

Men have a comprehensive plan for the growth of their business. 

There are no different criteria from the banks and financial institution for the Islamic loan than 

the conventional loan, so it is required that the owners have to fulfill the requirement for 

attaining loan from the bank first, then they can select a type of the loan. Business owners have 

to understand the following criteria, 

Understanding the loan criteria. 

Plan for investment utilization. 

Comprehensive business plan. 

Understanding of the market trend. 

The seriousness of the loan requirement. 
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Afghanistan is in the new economy rise after decades of war with most of its infrastructure 

having been destroyed and billions of dollars in reconstruction funds invested. The international 

community and the Afghan government is committed to the development of the Afghanistan 

SME sector.  

The Afghan government has developed a separate organization to support business development 

and has facilitated the establishment of several commercial banks in the country. The 

government has encouraged the international donors to support Afghan entrepreneurs. 

 After all these efforts, doing business in Afghanistan is not an easy task. There are many 

obstacles, including market and financing issues in particular for WSMEs. Management and 

human resources are still a severe issue, despite increased access to education in the country. 

Lastly, despite a rehabilitation of infrastructure and the established of transport, communication 

networks, and improved economic sector recovery, there is still a lack of access to the 

international market for SMEs, due to cultural and financial issues.  

Finally, future research should be directed to expand the investigation of these key issues. 

 

 

 

5. 1 Recommendations 

 WSMEs are the most important contributor to the Afghanistan's national economic 

growth, and the highest job provider in the country, for both genders in all sectors. As a result, 

the Afghanistan government is continuously developing policies and programs to support 

WSME sector in the country.  
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 The Afghanistan government has facilitated the license and regulation procedure for new 

entrants, and the license renewal procedure for existing businesses through the one-stop-shop 

facility. In addition, facilitating access to land for production across the country through 

industrial parks. 

 The study identified that most WSME owners/managers face issues accessing credit from 

Afghan banks and financial institutions. All of them have financed their business by their own or 

from friends and family money. On the other hand, banks and financial institutions are not 

willing to credit the SME sector due to the performance of the sectors, and insufficient financial 

information and lack of collateral availability for most WSME. Therefore, the banks charge a 

higher interest rate and require higher collateral to protect their principal amount. 

 Banks have identified that most of the applicants whose applications financings were 

caused either by not having a proper business plan or not having an investment plan. Market 

unawareness is one of the most important factors for the applicants. 

 Banks prefer working with male-owned business as men can provide collateral; men are 

more aware of the market trends and demands. Women businesses are more suited to obtain 

credit from microfinance institutions. Microfinance products mostly meet the demands of the 

women enterprises and they understand the constraints which WSMEs face. 

 The study identified that most WSMEs are not even aware of Islamic banking products 

provided by local banks in Afghanistan. While most of the owners/managers want to apply for 

Islamic banking, the study found that the lack of awareness of Islamic banking has limited the 

applicant's interest to the banks.  
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5.3 Appendixes 

 

 

 

Business challenges  

 

   

No. Factors 

Major 

Challenges 

Moderate 

Challenges 

Less 

Challenges 

No Challenges  

1 Sex/gender 4 3 3 8 

2 Owner’s age 0 1 5 12 

3 

Level of 

education 

0 2 10 6 

4 

Work 

experience  

0 1 3 14 

5 

Capital 

availability 

4 8 4 2 

6 

Skilled labor 

availability 

1 3 7 7 

7 

Government 

support 

15 3 0 0 

8 

Government 

bureaucracy 

15 3 0 0 

9 Corruption  13 5 0 0 
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10 

Advisory 

services 

2 6 8 2 

11 Legal issues 2 8 5 3 

12 

Government 

regulations 

3 10 4 1 

13 Training 2 6 5 5 

14 

Financial 

support 

12 4 2 0 

15 

Quality of 

products and 

services 

1 1 5 11 

16 

Customer 

satisfaction 

1 1 4 12 

17 Market demand 2 8 6 3 

18 Competitors  1 12 2 3 

19 Technology  2 11 1 4 

20 

Management 

skill 

0 2 5 11 
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Questionnaire- SME Entrepreneurs 

I. Background Information: 

 

1. What is your firm name? 

 

 

2. Type of your Business? 

        Wholesale 

        Retail 

         Manufacturing  

         Service 

 Other ___________________ 

3. Current number of your employees? 

< 10              25- 50        100-300  

       10-25                       50- 100    > 300 

4. Is the firm run by the owner? 

        Yes 

        No 

5. Gender of the firm owner? 

        Male                                            Female  
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6. Experience of business? 

<5 years 

        5-10 years 

>10 years 

7. What is your education level? 

                      High School    Post graduate  

                      Vocational Diploma    Others (please specify) …………………… 

                      Bachelor 

 

 

II. Business Challenges  

8. Main business challenges you have?  

 

No. Factors 

Major 

Challenges 

Moderate 

Challenges 

Less 

Challenges 

No 

Challenges  

1 Sex/gender     

2 Owner’s age     

3 Level of education     

4 Work experience      

5 Capital availability     

6 Skilled labor availability     

7 Government support     
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8 Government bureaucracy     

9 Corruption      

10 Advisory services     

11 Legal issues     

12 Government regulations     

13 Training     

14 Financial support     

15 Quality of products and services     

16 Customer satisfaction     

17 Market demand     

18 Competitors      

19 Technology      

20 Management skill     

 

9. Did you receive capital for the start of your business? 

        Yes 

        No 

 

10. How did you fund the start of your business? 

         Shareholder’(s)’ Capital               Relatives and Friends  

         Commercial Banks    Islamic Banks 

         Venture Capital      Money Exchange Dealers  

         Donor money    Others (please specify) …………………… 
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III. Accessing Finance  

11. Did you acquire any capital for the expansion of your business? 

        Yes 

        No 

 

12. If yes, which source(s) of external capital did you use? 

         Loan from Relatives and Friends  

         Loan from Commercial Banks   Borrowed from Islamic Banks 

         Venture Capital      Borrowed from Money Exchange Dealers  

         Foreign Grant     Others (please specify) …………………… 

 

13. What interest rate did they charge you for the fund? 

< 5 percent            11- 15 percent   > 20 percent   

       5-10 percent            16- 20 percent   

 

14. Reason you need the external fund for? (You can choose one or more than one) 

        Working Capital    To Expand Business   

        Purchasing Machinery    To Cover Direct Costs 

        Purchasing Equipment & Tools  To Cover Indirect Costs  

        Purchasing Land and Building  Others (please specify) …………………… 
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15. Did you face difficulties while acquiring credit from Afghanistan Banks or other 

Financial Institutions? 

        Yes 

        No 

 

16. If yes what challenges did you face getting bank fund? Explain. 

 

17. Has your external credit request been rejected by any of the bank or financial institution? 

       Yes 

       No 

 

18. If “Yes” explain the reason? 

         Couldn’t meet the criteria   Religious issues  

         Ask for high collateral    A lot of paper works 

         The interest rate is high   Others (please specify) ……………………   

 

19. Are you aware of the Islamic Banking? 

        Yes 

        No 

 

20. If “yes” have you ever applied for Islamic loan?  

        Yes 

        No 
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21. What main challenges and problems did you face while applied for loans from 

Afghanistan Financial Institutions? 

         Loan processing time is too long The loan process is too complicated  

         High interest rate               Charges high services fees  

         High collateral                 Short loan duration 

         A lot of paper works               No challenges and problems   

         Insufficient finance amount                    Others (please specify) …………………… 

 

22. Which type of financing do you prefer for your business activities? 

       Islamic financing              Conventional loans           Both…………………… 

 

THANK YOU SO MUCH FROM YOUR SUPPORT AND TIME 

 

Bank interviews 

Name of the bank: …………………………… 

 

Q.1: Does your bank give loan? If yes, which type of loans does your bank offer in Afghanistan? 

What is the rate of your loan? 

 

Q.2: What are the main requirements of your bank for business to get loan?  
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Q.3: Which type of companies are your considering for lending? 

 

Q.4: What range of lending is your bank offering 

 

Q.5: How many companies did apply for loans with your bank?  Gender split, Men, Women 

owned. 

 

Q.6: Is there a limit for the amount of loan? If yes. What is the limit? And why the limit? 

 

Q.7: Is every firm who apply for loan, they are considered for the loan? 

 

Q.8: What are the main issues of the companies that cause the rejection of the loan?  

 

Q.9: Which companies are easy to have access to loan? 

Men owned? 

Women owned? 

reason? 
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Q.10: Does your bank offer Islamic loan? If yes. Explain the type of Islamic loan please. 

 

Q.11: Does firms apply for Islamic loan?  

Yes 

No 

Why? 

 

Q.12: What are the criteria of the Islamic loan?  

 

Q.13: Does your bank have default loans?  

Yes 

No 

Reasons. 

How can the default loan be avoided? 

Q.14: How can the business improve to be eligible for your loan? 

 

THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME YOUR TIME. 
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Women Entrepreneur Interviews 

 

Name of your business……………  

 

 

Since how long you are in this business? ……………… 

 

 

Q.1: Do you manage your business yourself?  

 

 

Q.2: Explain how did you credit the start of your business? 

 

 

Q.3: Did you acquire any capital for the expansion of your business? If yes, explain how and 

from whom? 

 

Q.4: Explain the challenges that you face during acquiring external funding? 
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Q.5 Was it easy to get loan from the bank? 

 

Q.6:  What are the main reasons that women do not get loan from the bank? 

 

Q.7: What would you recommend to the bank to facilitate loans for women SME? 

 

Q.8: What would you recommend WSME to get access to external fund? 

 

Q.9: Do you think women are scared of external fund? If yes? Why? 

 

THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME YOUR TIME. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


